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Laketown Fest to be
held November 7,
plenty of music, food
and crafts
By ALLAN KATZ
The 2009 Laketown Fest will be
held Saturday, November 7 with
plenty of music, food and craft
booths. The gates at Kenner’s lakefront will open at 11:00 a.m.
Tickets will be sold only at the
gate. There will be no advance tickets this year. Prices are $7 for
adults and $2 for children.
Proceeds from this event will benefit the Kenner Parks and Recreation
Department.
“We’re going to have a great
time,” said Mary-Sharon Howland,

Band info on page 22
director of Community Services
for Kenner. “We’re opening with
Rockin’ Dopsie at noon, followed
by the Top Cats, the Chee Weez,
Cowboy Mouth and Eddie
Money.”
All proceeds from the event will
go to funding the Kenner Parks
and Recreation Department.
“We thank our host, the Kenner
Convention and Visitors Bureau
and its executive director, Tim
Rada, for their support,” said
Howland. “We would also like to
thank our generous sponsors for
helping us make this festival possible and for their assistance in
aiding our recreation department.”
The LSU-Alabama game, which
will be the day’s featured gridiron
event, will be shown from start to
finish on a giant TV screen.
“Music fans will recognize the
groups that we’ve lined up as
continued on page 22

Saturday, November 7
Gates open 11:00 a.m.
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Kenner adds another $4 million to its low-interest loan to
fund long-needed rebuilding of sewerage system
By ALLAN KATZ
Kenner Mayor Ed Muniz has engineered a low-interest
$22 million loan from the state
Department of Environmental Quality
that will begin the long-delayed task of
rebuilding Kenner’s antiquated, outmoded sewerage system.
Shortly after he was elected in 2006,
Mayor Muniz was warned that Kenner
faced stiff fines from the state and fedKenner Deputy CAO eral authorities for failing to revamp and
for Public Works
rebuild its sewerage system. “We didn’t
Prat Reddy

City trying to raise money
to fund annual food drive
By ALLAN KATZ
This is the twentieth year
that Branch 4342 of the
National Association of
Letter Carriers in Kenner
will be sponsoring the pickup of donated food to supply
the city of Kenner’s Food
Bank. Paper collection bags
have been inserted in the
November Kenner Star and
delivered to the mailbox of
every registered voter in
Kenner for the last nine
years. The bags, which
Kenner residents fill with
food, are then picked up by
Kenner postal workers on

their routes and taken to the
food bank.
The food drive is set for
November 5, 6 and 7.
However, first the city needs
to raise money to finish paying for the costs of the drive.
Mary-Sharon Howland,
director of Community
Services for the city said,
“So far we have called on
many businesses and groups
in the city and have received
donations from many but we
are not yet fully funded.
We’re in the process of raising the balance of the
money needed so we can go
continued on page 27

have the money to pay the fines or the
cost of rebuilding the system so I
threw myself at the mercy of DEQ
and EPA,” recalls Muniz. “I told them
we didn’t have the means to solve the
problem and we were open to any
suggestions they might have.” DEQ
officials in Baton Rouge were sympaKenner Mayor
thetic and suggested that Kenner
Ed Muniz
might be eligible for some loans
charging an interest rate of .95 percent.
Mayor Muniz replied that Kenner would take as much
continued on page 26

Crime cameras coming to
Kenner, so are license plate
recognition cameras
By ALLAN KATZ
Crime fighting technology
is coming to Kenner in the
form of crime cameras and
license plate recognition cameras. Police Chief Steve
Caraway says the cameras,
purchased with federal grant
money, are going to make a
difference in Kenner’s fight
against crime.
“This is new technology for
us but I’m very confident that
it’s going to make a difference
in a relatively short time,”
said Chief Caraway. “We’re

placing three crime cameras
in areas where crime is a
problem. As has been true in
Gretna and Westwego where
they are using crime cameras
in ways similar to what we
have in mind, the cameras
have recorded events that led
to arrests and convictions. I
expect the same kind of
results in Kenner.”
Chief Caraway would not
divulge the specific locations
where the cameras will be
placed but said they will be on
poles.
“We will not be monitoring
continued on page 21

City of Kenner gathers hundreds of surplus
items, stores them at former Barbre School
By ALLAN KATZ
For the first time ever, the city of Kenner has gathered many
hundreds of surplus items in one place and is considering the
possibility of a future auction where tables, desks, chairs, old
computers, unneeded vehicles, equipment and many other
things will be available for bid.
The place where all of these materials are being stored is
Stephen J. Barbre Middle School, a former Jefferson Parish
public school located at 1610 Reverend Richard Wilson Drive.
The old Barbre School will also become the new headquarters
of Kenner’s Public Works Department within the next few
months. Barbre School was acquired by the city on December
27, 1995 in a land exchange with Kenner and the city of New

Orleans as a result of the noise abatement land buyout by the
New Orleans Aviation Board. Kenner will use 5,180 square
feet for surplus storage and the balance of 1,470 square feet
will house the Public Works Department, its supplies and
continued on page 30

Surplus supplies before and after clean up and organization
Photos by Barry Sprague
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IS HERE.

WE BELIEVE a truly great hospital should both treat you well and keep you well.
Our commitment to innovation has helped us become leaders in clinical outcomes and diagnostic services.
We match those with eﬀective wellness, prevention and disease management programs designed
to keep you well. East Jeﬀerson General Hospital – delivering a higher level of personalized care.
Visit us online to learn about our upcoming classes, programs and community oﬀerings
or call HealthFinder at 504-456-5000 to ﬁnd the right physician for you.

www.ejgh.org
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From the Editor

Mayor Muniz deftly guides Kenner past an environmental
disaster over sewerage
By ALLAN KATZ

Back in the years when I was a
reporter at The Times-Picayune, I
hated to work on stories about sewerage. When I knew the city editor was
looking for someone to assign to a
story about sewerage, I’d head for the
soft drink machine hoping that he
would pick someone else in my
absence.
Sewerage stories were basically dull,
often overly technical and no one really cared about or wanted to read about
sewerage anyway.
But, now, in this late stage of my
career, I’ve finally found a sewerage
story that I like.
This is the story of Kenner’s sewerage mess finally coming home to
roost. For 15 years, Kenner
Councilwoman-at-Large
Jeannie
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Black has been warning that Kenner’s
sewerage system was getting old, starting to break down and that the failure
to fix it would invariably bring the
state Department of Environmental
Quality and the federal Environmental
Protection Agency crashing down on
Kenner with massive fines and orders
to fix the mess, which would cost tens
of millions of dollars that Kenner didn’t have and had no hope of finding.
It should be noted that the scenario
Councilwoman Black warned about is
hardly unknown among American
towns and cities. In New Orleans,
which has managed to ignore its sewerage mess for decades, it is said that
rebuilding the system might take $1
billion or more. However, that would
be little solace for Kenner if the ham-

mer fell on us.
Into this scenario came Mayor Ed
Muniz after his 2006 election. When
the state and the feds warned him they
were about to jump on Kenner, he
could have ignored them, could have
fought them or hired a consultant to
find out what Kenner should do.
Instead, Muniz, who can be a feisty
fellow when it suits him, uncharacteristically surrendered and asked for
help.
He went to the DEQ offices in Baton
Rouge and said he was a new mayor
faced with this horrible problem and
didn’t know what to do. To the surprise
of many, the Baton Rouge bureaucrats
thought it was noteworthy that Muniz
was asking for their help and their
mercy.

From that beginning came a dialogue that ultimately produced a $22
million low-interest loan for Kenner
that will enable the city to fix most,
although not all, of its antiquated, ineffective sewerage problems. The interest rate for the loans that Kenner will
receive to rebuild the sewerage system
is 0.95 percent, a pretty good rate in
this day and age.
“We
have
avoided,”
says
Councilwoman Black, “the ultimate
environmental disaster where the city
is hit with fines we can’t pay because
we have an inadequate sewerage system that we can’t afford to fix.”
In 2010 we will see work crews
throughout Kenner, rebuilding a sewerage system that in some cases grew
continued on page 20

Political Review

The media’s favorite president
By JEFF CROUERE

In the early
days of television, there were
few choices for viewers in this country. Politicians could reach millions of
Americans by appearing on the three
broadcast channels. Today, there are
hundreds of choices on cable and
basic television and literally thousands of Internet sites. The result is a
fractured public, so it is no longer an
easy task to reach a large number of
viewers at any one time.
To combat that problem, Barack
Obama has decided to employ a very
aggressive approach to the media.
Throughout the first eight months of
his presidency, he has been very
available to a wide variety of media
sources. He has been featured on the
cover of magazines such as Time and
Newsweek dozens of times.
He is constantly communicating on
our airwaves, the Internet, print and
every form of broadcast media. By a
large margin, Obama is the most
exposed president in our nation’s history making it almost impossible to
hide from the image and voice of our
new commander-in-chief.
At this point in his term, he has
given more speeches to Congress and
conducted more television interviews
and news conferences than any other
president in history. A study by
Towson University professor Martha
Joynt Kumar showed that Obama had

done 114 media interviews during his
first seven months in office, about
three times more than George W.
Bush and Bill Clinton at the same
point in their tenures.
Recently, in the span of just over a
week, the president was interviewed
on “60 Minutes,” five Sunday news
programs and the “Late Night Show
with David Letterman.” It seems that
the president has at least one media
appearance each day. The format is
usually the same. The president is
given a bunch of softball questions by
fawning hosts who gush at practically
every comment he makes. With a
largely liberal media, it is not a surprise that most reporters are supportive of his agenda. The one exception
is Fox News and the president has
boycotted the channel, apparently not
interested in encountering tough
questions.
Why is the president bombarding
the airwaves? For one, he loves being
on television and is taking advantage
of media opportunities, but the real
urgency at this point involves saving
his controversial health care plan.
Obama is trying to pitch a “reform”
plan that is facing severe opposition
in Congress and across the country.
According to the latest Rasmussen
poll, 53 percent of Americans do not
favor the Democratic plan.
It seems that the president and his
advisors believe that the more he

appears on television and repeats his
basic message about expanded coverage and lower costs, the more support
he will generate for his health care
plan. Unfortunately for Obama, just
the opposite is occurring. His health
care plan is becoming more unpopular
as people learn about the controversial details. Although the president is
an excellent communicator who
delivers a polished speech, Americans
have not been swayed by his constant
appeals about health care reform. It
seems that Obama, while a great
speaker, is not very persuasive on this
issue, especially since he is basically
repeating the same talking points in
each interview and speech.
Despite lackluster results, the president is forging ahead with his communication offensive. Not content
with being the focus of every news
network and media outlet, the president expanded his reach into our
nation’s classrooms. In September, he
gave a nationally televised speech
directed to school children about the
values of studying hard and doing
homework. While the message was
innocuous, initial plans called for students to follow the speech by writing
letters about “what they could do to
help the president.” Although the letter writing campaign was modified
after parental outrage, it is no surprise
that many parents were upset.
continued on page 21
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Need for food bank grows
By ED MUNIZ, Kenner Mayor
The 2009 holiThe eagerness and willingness of the
day season will be letter carriers to pull off that task in three
underway by the days again this year is what makes the
end
of
next food drive work. We are thankful to the
month. As in years past, many Kenner letter carriers and all the members of
families will be seeking food to make it Branch #4342 of the National
through the end of the year as well as sev- Association of Letter Carriers for their
eral religious and cultural holidays, personal gift to the needy and hungry of
including Thanksgiving, Christmas and our city.
New Year.
During the 2008 ThanksgivingThe current fall season has been espe- Christmas season, the food bank was procially difficult for many families living at viding for 3,100 persons a month. Food
the edge of what the national economy bank manager Diane Plauche said she
can absorb – directly affecting those expects the demand this year will surpass
without jobs or low-wage earners seek- that amount. Figures for the month of
ing to feed their families and middle- August, 2009, show that 921 families,
wage earners looking to donate to those with 2,868 persons, were assisted.
needing more help.
As the demand increases into
A year ago, with the direct assistance December, Plauche said she feels four
of Kenner’s United States Postal Service tons may not be enough. Plauche added
letter carriers, the Kenner food bank gar- that the “forgotten” needy are often the
nered four tons of food during last year’s single parents who have lost their jobs, or
drive to feed our city’s hungry. As you who were left without resources when
can imagine, it takes a large “machine” to the bread winner stops paying child supgather tons of food from thousands of port. “They immediately need a bridge of
homes and businesses around the city help until other social services kick in,”
and haul the extra weight back to their she added. “The food bank is that
stations.
bridge.”

TWO GREAT LOCATIONS IN KENNER
3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444

701 W. Esplanade • 461-9819

Celebrat
15 yearsing

ad for
Call Ahe rders!
To Go O

October

EARLY BIRD
Special!

4:00 PM until 6:00 PM
FREE cup

Chicken Tortilla Soup
to start your meal
with any entrée purchase.

Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Hours everyday 6:00 a.m. until 10:00 pm

Steve Montegut, the postmaster
Kenner’s two post offices, said the food
drive started about 20 years ago among
Kenner’s letter carriers as a way of personally helping people they knew needed
it. The postal workers pooled their own
resources and put together 15 or so food
baskets and brought them to the needy.
Montegut said at that time, the letter
carriers were at the front door of every
home in Kenner six days a week. They
knew who had lost a job, who had sickness in the house and who had financial
or other troubles. The letter carriers felt
they had jobs and wanted to do what they
could to help those in need that they saw
every day.
Over the years, the food drive gained
broad public support. While Branch
#4342 could shoulder up the gathering of
the goods, it collaborated with the food
bank to handle the stocking and distribution of the food stuffs. Montegut said it’s
the same today.
I understand that because of the weak
economy, times have gotten tighter for
the postal service. We are grateful the letter carriers remain committed to the food

drive.
This year’s food drive will be on
November 5, 6 and 7. Once again this
newspaper, your Kenner Star, will participate in the drive and distribute speciallyprinted brown paper grocery bags inserted into the November issue. The bags
were sponsored by several friends of the
food drive.
Use that bag or any other appropriate
bag to put non-perishable food items; or
toiletries like toothpaste, soap, shampoo
and deodorant, and paper products like
bathroom tissue, paper cups and napkins
that you can spare. Secure the bag or bags
from the weather and put them in a place
near the mail box at the front of your
home on the three days of the drive. A
letter carrier will be sure to forward the
items to the food bank. Please, no glass
items.
It’s an easy way to help your neighbor.
Remember the dates – November 5, 6
and 7 – Thanks to all involved, and God
bless you.
Mayor Muniz can be reached at 4687240.

Code Enforcement makes sweeps
into two neighborhoods
By ALLAN KATZ

The Code Enforcement Department
have handed out more than 140 citations
in two neighborhoods that have been targeted because of deteriorating conditions,
from abandoned cars parked on lawns to
abandoned buildings.
One sweep targeted Martinique Drive.
The other concentrated on an eight-block
area of Kenner southwest of Louis
Armstrong New Orleans International
Airport.
District 3 Councilman Ben Zahn, who
requested the sweep of Martinique Drive,
said the purpose of the sweeps is to send
a clear message that Kenner will not tolerate blight in any form.
“We want to send the word to residents
of these neighborhoods and absentee
landlords that the city is not going to tolerate the deterioration of our quality of
life,” said Councilman Zahn. “Whether
it’s abandoned cars, exposed wiring or
abandoned houses that are being used by
criminals, we’re going to crack down as
often as it’s necessary.”
He said the Code Enforcement
Department has been bolstered by additional hires and the Kenner Police
Department has cooperated completely in
sending along officers to be sure that no
one tries to intimidate Code Enforcement

workers while they are doing their jobs.
Zahn said the citations were issued for
abandoned or blighted housing, abandoned vehicles, electrical wiring that violated the Kenner code requirements,
needed exterior repairs, faulty mechanical equipment, high grass and litter.
Missy Heyl, assistant director of Code
Enforcement, said the most common of
the 55 citations in the sweep through
District 1, were for electrical violations of
Kenner’s building code. Some of the violations, she said, involved exposed wiring
or missing fuse-panel covers.
Keith Chiro, Kenner code enforcement
director, said he agrees with Councilman
Zahn that the sweeps are Kenner’s best
weapon against the kind of blight that
over a period of time erodes the quality of
life in neighborhoods and drags neighborhoods down to a standard of living
that is beneath the expectations of a city
like Kenner. Said Zahn, “I want to assure
the residents of District 3 that we will
remain vigilant in our goal to eliminate
blight. I am confident that increased presence of the Code Enforcement
Department and Police Department will
further serve notice of our determination
to eliminate certain elements from our
city.”
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Halloween safety

Police

keep them away from landings and
doorsteps where costumes can brush
against the flame and possibly catch
fire.
Keep your pets confined to prevent
them from running away or becoming
anxious and bothered by kids in costume.
Make sure your kids can be seen in
the dark while trick or treating.
Consider choosing costumes that are
bright or have reflective material on
them and have them carry flashlights
while out.
Be sure children can easily move in
their costumes, that costumes won’t
cause them to trip and fall, and that
masks do not obstruct their view.
Have children trick or treat in
groups and be sure they are accompanied by an adult following by foot or
car.
While accompanying children, have
them walk on sidewalks and stay in
continued on page 12

Fire
Kenner Fire Department urges
Kenner residents to “Stay fire
smart! Don’t get burned”



By JOHN HELLMERS, Kenner Fire Chief

Once a child touches a hot stove, as
the cliché goes – he learns his lesson
to stay away from a hot stove. This
cliché does not take into account the
pain and suffering from burns, and
burns should not be part of the learning process.
That’s why the Kenner Fire
Department is teaming up with the
National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) for Fire Prevention Week
2009 – October 4-10 – to urge Kenner
residents to “Stay fire smart! Don’t
get burned.” This year’s campaign
focuses on ways to keep homes fire
safe and prevent painful burns.
Additionally, fire safety educators
will be teaching local residents how to
plan and practice escape from a home
in case a fire occurs.
The statistics are staggering. Each
year roughly 3,000 people die as a
result of home fires and burns and
more than 200,000 individuals are
seen in the nation’s emergency rooms
for burn injuries.
The most common types of burn
injuries result from fire or flame
burns, scalds and contact burns. Burns
are painful and can result in serious
scarring and even death. When we
take extra caution in our homes to
ensure that the curling iron is out of

Madison/Avery Jewelry • Fleur de Lis Gifts • Baby Gifts • Circle E Candles
Coupon not valid with sale items

By STEVE CARAWAY, Kenner Police Chief

Halloween is a
fun time to share
with children;
however, it is also a time to be cautious and alert as accidents are prone
to happen. Please review the following Halloween safety tips and discuss
these tips with your family. I wish you
and your family a safe and fun-filled
Halloween season.
Replace burned-out lights to
increase visibility at your door and
around your house.
Remove anything children can trip
over while on your property, such as
garden hoses, toys, bikes and lawn
decorations.
Sweep wet leaves from your sidewalk and steps to reduce the chance a
youngster will slip and fall.
When displaying jack-o-lanterns
indoors, always do so on a sturdy
table and away from curtains and
other flammable objects. When displaying jack-o-lanterns outdoors,

7

children’s reach or pot handles are
turned away from the edge of the
stove, such types of injuries are
entirely preventable. Keeping our
homes safe from fire and preventing
devastating burn injuries is a healthy
change we can make happen.
By following simple safety rules,
you can “Stay fire smart! Don’t get
burned.”
Keep hot foods and liquids away
from tables and counter edges so they
cannot be pulled or knocked over.
Have a three-foot “kid-free” zone
around the stove.
Never hold a child in your arms
while preparing hot food or drinking
a hot beverage.
Be careful when using things that
get hot such as curling irons, oven,
irons, lamps, heaters.
Install tamper-resistant receptacles
to prevent a child from sticking an
object in the outlet.
Never leave a child alone in a room
with a lit candle, portable heater, lit
fireplace or stove, or where a hot
appliance might be in use.
Wear short or close-fitting sleeves
when cooking.
Set your hot water temperature no
higher than 120 degrees.
continued on page 8
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701 W. Esplanade, Suite B, Kenner • 469-4118
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Join Us For An Event.
We Invite Your Membership.

Kenner

The Kenner Pofessional Business
Association’s (KPBA)
meeting will be held

Professional Business
Association

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2009
Speaker: Monica Pierre
Emmy award winning journalist,
author and motivational speaker

Founded in 1985

A Community Based
Networking Organization
For Men and Women

Call 962-3930 to make luncheon reservations
Networking begins at 11:30 a.m. • Lunch at 11:45.

Crowne Plaza Hotel
2829 Williams Blvd. • Kenner

www.kpba.biz

Info: 962-3930

Wills Trusts
Successions
Business Law
Personal Injury
Over 30 years experience
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Melchers Law Firm
909 West Esplanade Ave., Suite 206, Kenner, LA 70065

(504) 467-1092
www.melcherslawfirm.com

James L. Melchers, Attorney-At-Law

Regular retirement
income – guaranteed
Variable annuities feature guaranteed minimum income payments
and are great for padding your retirement portfolio with a reliable
income stream without missing out on potential investment returns.
Call today to find out more about variable annuities or to discuss any
aspect of your retirement and investment strategies.
Variable annuities are long-term investments suitable for retirement funding and are subject to market
fluctuations and investment risk.
Guarantees are based on the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. Guarantees apply
to minimum income from an annuity; they do not guarantee an investment return or the safety of the
underlying funds.

John Prevost • First Vice President – Investments
111 Veterans Memorial Blvd., Suite 1800 • Metairie, LA 70005
504-834-2663 • john.prevost@wfadvisors.com
Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC, Members SIPC. ©2009 Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC. All rights reserved.
0909-1925 [80873-v1] 9/09
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Saving lives with construction

Airport

By PATRICIA MALONE, Interim Director of Aviation Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport

As I have
reported over
the last several
months,
the
Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport is undergoing a
modernization facelift with a $357
million dollar capital improvement
program. Three projects of that program are critical life safety projects.
The projects include a $17 million
hardened, flood-resistant utility
building, a $10.3 million new aircraft
rescue and fire fighting (ARFF) station and a new $3.5 million airfield
lighting vault. According to New
Orleans Aviation Board Chairman
Dan Packer, “These three projects
are critical to keeping the airport
operational in all circumstances.”
The need for a new utility building
was made apparent in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina, when for three

days the airport was without electricity that is provided by electrical main
feeders. Following the hurricane, a
post-storm review of the airport’s
hazard mitigation plan indicated a
need for additional power generation
and emergency water service to
maintain critical life safety functions
at the airport following a disruption
in electrical power. The new utility
building will provide additional
back-up
power
generators,
switchgear and associated systems
and will house the airport’s emergency fire water supply system.
During those trying first days after
the storm, available back-up generators supplied only limited lighting.
There was no air conditioning to ease
the discomfort of the circumstances.
A major feature of the new utility
building will be the addition of a new
power source – a 2500 kilowatt gen-

DON’T THINK DIGGING IN
THE DIRT IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
LET US AT

LYNNE DIMM’S NURSERY, LLC
give your house a face lift.
Renovate your curb appeal using, colorful flowers, leafy green trees,
natural mulches and sweet smelling shrubs.

Call Lynne at 468-5467 today!
34 years experience – licensed & insured
We do weeding, trimming and colorful bedding plants.
27 West 27th Street • Kenner, LA
HOURS: M-F 8-3 • SAT 9-12 • SUN By Appt.

erator to an existing 800 kilowatt
backup generator. During an electrical disruption this equipment will
provide about one-third of the normal terminal electrical loading. That
amount of power will be sufficient to
maintain basic heating-ventilationair conditioning (HVAC) service thus
limiting mold due to humidity and
moisture intrusion, while maintaining emergency/crisis response for
airport concourse and terminal operations. As would be obvious, it is
essential to function with adequate
power effectively, no matter what
conditions exist.
The next project, a new ARFF
Station, will allow Armstrong
International to maintain Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) safety standards for an airport of its size.
The current station has outlived its
useful life and will not accommodate
the size of the new ARFF vehicles
that have been purchased. The new
facility will meet post-September 11
emergency response standards for
new aircraft and terminal facilities
and will have the capacity to be
expanded as needs grow. In addition
to the housing of emergency
response equipment and Fire/EMT
personnel, the facility will be used as
an ARFF training facility.
The third project, the new airfield

lighting vault, is needed to relocate
the current airfield lighting vault
inside the airport operations area
(AOA) and to replace obsolete control system components while eliminating functional defects that have
been attributed in the past to lighting
failures. The relocation of the site
will also make the facility more
secure and flood resistant. Due to a
major power failure at the airport
following the landfall of Katrina, this
key safety element was non-functioning. This resulted in the need to
limit flights to day operations and
only during clear weather conditions.
Airfield lighting is crucial for the
operation of aircraft at all times, day
and night regardless of the weather
or time of day.
Maintaining the highest degree of
safety for our passengers and airport
employees is the number one priority
of the New Orleans Aviation Board.
The addition of the new facilities
will contribute greatly to that goal.
Patricia Malone can be reached at
director@flymsy.com. Check your
local listings for the air time of the
Armstrong International Airport 30
minute television program, “Airport
Alive” or view it on the airport website by clicking on the “Airport
Alive” link on the homepage.

Community

Murder mystery musical offered
by St. Philip Neri
The St. Philip Neri drama program
will present a murder mystery musical, Oh, Horrors! It’s Murder! on
October 9 and 10 at 7:30 p.m. and
October 11 at 2:30 p.m. in the St.
Philip Neri Parishioner Center located at 6500 Kawanee Avenue in
Metairie. The play is directed by
Stacy Taliancich and features a cast
of sixteen students.
Reserved tickets are $10, adults are

$7 and children will be charged $4.
For reservations call 887-5600,
extension
82,
or
email
Sheryl.abrams@cox.net.
Reservations can also be made on the
St. Philip Neri website at
www.stphilipneri.org.
Playgoers are advised to use their
discretion when bringing very young
children as there will be moments of
darkness and loud noises.

Fire smart
(continued from page 7)

Install anti-scald valves on shower
heads and faucets.
Fire Prevention Week is actively
supported by fire departments across
the country. For 85 years, fire departments have observed Fire Prevention
Week, making it the longest running
public health and safety observance on
record.

For more information on “Stay fire
smart! Don’t get burned” visit.
Kenner Fire Chief John Hellmers
can be reached at 468-7266 or by
email at fire@kenner.la.us. The
Kenner Fire Department website is
www.kenner.la.us/fire.html.
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Income strategies for retirement

Investing

By JOHN PREVOST

Will I have
enough money in
retirement? It’s a
question more
and more Americans are asking. Baby
boomers in particular wonder if they’ll
be able to live comfortably and
securely when they leave the workaday world. The good news is that you
may be able to retire with confidence
and enough assets – if you get organized. That means thinking about what
you want retirement to be, reviewing
your current investments and benefits
and taking maximum advantage of
some investment vehicles designed to
provide retirement income. As with so
many things, the key is to set clear
goals and then pursue them.
“People who are getting ready for
retirement are more financially
responsible than their counterparts
who are not planning for retirement,”
says David Karr, a CPA with the
accounting firm of David E. Karr and
Associates, LLC, in Rockville, Md.
“People who spend less than they
make and take maximum advantage of
the opportunities presented them to
save for retirement, these people
understand that life is not all about
today. If you want a nice retirement
life, you need to start planning as early
as possible.”
Setting retirement goals is not just
about dollars and sense. It’s also about
drawing on your values and hopes to
create a satisfying life. For some, that
may mean continuing to work past age
65 or even starting a new career.
Others, of course, may be ready to
stop laboring and start relaxing, vol-

unteering, traveling or pursuing a pastime.
Because each individual’s idea of
the perfect retirement is different,
everybody will have different financial needs. Try to determine what
yours will be based on your vision of
being retired. Don’t accept the conventional wisdom that says all of us
will require 60 to 80 percent of our
income when we stop working.
Instead, try to estimate a budget for
your specific vision of retirement.
Start by noting what you spend on
the basics — food, shelter, clothing,
health care and transportation. Include
expenses for raising children and the
mortgage, if it still needs to be paid
off. Also, if you keep working,
account for any income you anticipate. Add costs for travel, hobbies,
entertaining, donations and a second
home, if that’s something you’ve
worked toward attaining. Think about
what might happen to your taxes and
apply that information accordingly.
While admittedly imprecise, this estimate should be a fair starting place for
creating a retirement budget.
As you look ahead, be sure to consider that, realistically, you may be
retired for a long time, and your
finances need to reflect that fact.
“If you retire at 65, you have a life
expectancy of another 20 to 25 years.
That’s a long, long time not to have a
regular check coming in,” Karr says.
Once you have a sense of your
financial needs, look at the benefits
you’re confident you’ll receive. Make
sure you know what you’ll get from
your employer. This typically will
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take only a quick visit to the human
resources department.
“Make sure you talk to wellinformed people. Make sure they
know what they’re talking about. Get
all the facts. Sometimes there are
gross misunderstandings about what
you’ll get. You want to focus too on
when you get benefits,” Karr says.
Also, review your savings and
investments. Then check on your
Social Security benefits. Once a year,
Social Security sends a statement of
these. If you don’t have one, then use
the benefit calculators at the Social
Security website – www.ssa.gov.
When you know your goals and estimated expenses and income, you can
create a written retirement plan that
covers investments held in retirement
and nonretirement accounts. As you
do, it’s a good idea to look at several
sources of income that you can use to
save and invest.
Begin by considering using an
Individual Retirement Account. Two
types particularly deserve attention –
traditional IRAs and Roth IRAs.
Traditional IRAs tend to work best for
people who believe they’ll be in a
lower tax bracket during retirement
and meet the criteria for making taxdeductible contributions. Earnings and
contributions are taxable as ordinary
income when withdrawn and withdrawals prior to age 59½ may trigger a
federal 10 percent penalty. Payments
from the account must begin when the
investor reaches age 70½.
The Roth IRA generally appeals to
people who want tax-deferred earnings, are OK with the idea of making
after-tax contributions now in
exchange for tax-free distributions in
retirement and who expect to be in the
same or a higher tax bracket when
they retire. Holders of Roth IRAs
often use them because they also may
need access to their savings. The Roth
IRA requires no minimum distribution
during the investor’s lifetime. With
both IRAs, investors make periodic
contributions and direct how the
money will be invested. (For Roth
IRAs, qualified distributions are federally tax-free, provided a Roth
account has been open for at least five
tax years and the owner has reached
age 59½ or meets other requirements.
Qualified Roth IRA distributions are
not subject to state and local taxation
in most states.)
Besides IRAs, annuities (Insurance
products are offered from various entities. When selecting you should consider your vision and goals for retire-

ment, how an annuity might help
strengthen your retirement plan and
whether a traditional IRA or Roth IRA
makes sense for you.) also may have a
place in your portfolio. An annuity is a
contract between you and an insurance
company in which the insurer agrees
to make periodic payments to you,
beginning either immediately or at
some future date. Annuities are
designed to be long-term investments
used for retirement. They have contract limitations, fees and charges that
include, but are not limited to, mortality and expense risk charges, sales and
surrender charges, administrative fees
and charges for optional benefits.
There are limitations on the amount of
funds that may be withdrawn without
a charge and withdrawals reduce
annuity contract benefits and values.
Additionally, withdrawals of earnings
are subject to ordinary income tax,
and a federal 10 percent penalty may
apply to withdrawals taken prior to
age 59½.
Annuities have two basic forms –
fixed and variable. Fixed annuities
appeal to conservative investors
because they deliver a fixed payment
at a regular interval. On the other
hand, variable annuities generally
offer a range of investment options,
and the value of your investment will
vary depending on the performance of
the investment options you choose,
which may directly impact the payments you are able to receive.
Ultimately, proper planning may
help you get the retirement you desire,
if you know what you want and what
your options are – and pursue both
with resolve and clarity.
John Prevost is a financial advisor
and first vice president of investments
with Wells Fargo Advisors. This column was written by Wells Fargo
Advisors and provided courtesy of
John Prevost whose office is located
at 111 Veterans Boulevard, Suite 1800,
in Metairie. Prevost can be contacted
at 834-2663. The accuracy and completeness of this article are not guaranteed. The material is distributed
solely for information purposes and is
not a solicitation or an offer to buy
any security or instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Wells
Fargo Advisors, LLC, Member SIPC,
is a registered broker-dealer and a
separate non-bank affiliate of Wells
Fargo & Company. Investments and
insurance products are not FDICinsured, not bank-guaranteed and may
lose value.
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Saving energy

Home

By DAN DORMADY

There are a number of
simple and inexpensive
steps that you can take to
make your home more energy efficient and save
real dollars. By choosing EnergyStar components in your home, you can save up to 20 percent or $300 to $500 per year on your energy
bills.
For example, an Energy Star qualified clothes
washer uses 18 to 25 gallons per load, saving an
average family of four as much as 6,000 gallons
of water annually. An Energy Star refrigerator
uses less energy than a 75-watt bulb, saving you
$30 to $60 a year. For more information on the
Energy Star program, operated by the
Department of Energy and the Environmental
Protection Agency, visit the Energy Star website
at www.energystar.gov.
The average household spends $400 to $600
per year on water heating – making it the second
largest energy expenditure behind heating and
cooling. Changing your hot water heater to a
newer energy efficient unit could save as much
as 50 percent in water heating bills.
Also, by simply lowering the water heater’s
thermostat setting to 120 ° F you can achieve
immediate savings. Timers programmed to your
usage schedule can be used on electric water
heaters to reduce cost. Water heater tanks are
insulated, but you can significantly reduce the
amount of heat lost by the unit by adding a water
heater insulated jacket.
Another tip is to insulate water pipes that pass
through any unheated areas of your home, typically the attic. The piping loses heat and causes
your water heater to work harder. Easy to use,
pre-formed foam pipe insulation sleeves are slid
down their length and just snap in place on the
pipes.
Changing your air condition filter monthly is
important to keep your unit running efficiently.
Most a/c filters are inexpensive, disposable and
easily replaced. If you use the more expensive
disposable filters designed to filter out allergens
and extremely small particles, you may want to
hold the filter up to make sure light still comes
through it easily, but even these filters should be
replaced at least every three months. Self-charging electrostatic filters that require no electricity
are available. They filter out extremely small
particles and last for several years. This type of
filter should be cleaned by rinsing from the clean
side once a month.
Installing a programmable thermostat will help
reduce energy costs by lowering energy use during those times when you do not need it.
Through proper use of pre-programmed settings,
a programmable thermostat can save you about
$180 every year in energy costs.
Older, leaky ducts can waste a lot of energy.
By inspecting your ductwork annually, you can
ensure the ductwork remains airtight everywhere
that ducts attach to vents, each other and the
heating/cooling unit. Use silver colored duct
tape to make it airtight. You may want to hire a
professional for this.

HOMEBUYER
TRAINING CLASS
English

Spanish

Oct. 24, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Oct. 3, 10 a.m - 6 p.m.

&

Increasing attic insulation from six inches to
10 inches for an R-30 value can reduce heating
and cooling costs by as much as 17 percent
annually.
Heat lost through windows and doors represents a significant chunk of most heating bills.
Some sources estimate that loss through windows alone could account for up to 35 percent of
heating bills. Check around windows and doors
to determine where drafts are. Remove and
replace damaged caulking and weather-stripping. In the summer, keep drapes and curtains
closed on the sunny side of the house. In the winter, open those drapes and curtains on sunny
days to take advantage of the sun’s heating
power. For a long-range solution, consider
installing new efficient replacement windows or
storm windows and doors. Tax credits are available for 2009 for installing energy efficient
replacement windows.
Lighting accounts for about 20 percent of the
electric bill. By installing Energy Star lights, significant cost savings can be achieved. An Energy
Star qualified compact fluorescent light bulb
(CFL) will save about $30 over its lifetime and
pay for itself in about six months. It uses 75 percent less energy and lasts up to 10 times longer
than an incandescent bulb. For example, replacing one 60 watt incandescent light bulb with a15
watt compact fluorescent bulb will save you $9 a
year.
Believe it or not, a burning fireplace can actually rob your house of heat by drawing it up the
flue! Remember to close the damper in the summertime to minimize air loss. Check to make
sure that your damper is in good working order.
Add glass doors to reduce heat loss as the fire
dies down. If you use your fireplace a lot, consider adding a well-designed fireplace heater
insert. These units come with blowers and thermostats. They are designed to significantly
increase the heating efficiency of the fireplace
while maintaining the classic fireplace atmosphere.
Remember the recently enacted American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of
2009 contained a number of either new or
expanded tax benefits on expenditures to reduce
energy use or create new energy sources. ARRA
provides for a uniform credit of 30 percent of the
cost of qualifying improvements up to $1,500,
such as adding insulation, energy-efficient exterior windows and energy-efficient heating and
air conditioning systems. Taking advantage of
this will benefit you for years.
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed professional
engineer and licensed home inspector and the
president of Criterium-Dormady Engineers, a
locally owned consulting engineering firm specializing in residential and commercial building
inspection services. Dormady can be reached at
456-6999, P.O. Box 113565 Metairie, LA 700113565, or at criteriumdormady@cox.net.
Criterium-Dormady Engineers’ website is
www.criterium-dormady.com.
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CONCHITA SULLI
Sulli Educational Services, Inc.
4224 Florida Ave. - Suite #7

464-6224

SABELLA’S
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Repairs • Drain Cleaning
Hot Water Heaters
•

Residential Repairs
Servicing Metairie & Kenner

818-0007
Sammy Sabella
Licensed Master Plumber
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Horse Liniment Erases Pain
Back on the market in its original doctor recommended clinical strength formula. ARTH ARREST can relieve pain for
millions. Double action formula stops pain signals before
they can be sent to the brain. Visit www.artharrest.com or call
1-800-339-3301. JOHN BULL PHARMACY
Now available at:

2124 38th St.• Kenner • 443-1294

Doctors’ Discovery Helps Diabetics
Natural formula clinically proven by doctors to promote healthy
blood glucose levels. Some achieve normal glucose levels within
30 days. Cinnatrol even helps diabetic drugs work more efficiently and some patients, under their doctor’s care, have been
able to reduce or eliminate their need for diabetic drugs. Get
the study results and more info at www.cinnatrol.com.
CINNATROL is now available at:

JOHN BULL PHARMACY
2124 38th St.• Kenner • 443-1294

COMPLETE
PEST & TERMITE CONTROL

4400 Wabash Street, Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 888-4941
Fax (504) 888-8120
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Opportunities abound for first-time homebuyers
By LINDA R. MARTIN
If you have
recently decided
to move from
renter to homeowner, you are not
alone. First-time homebuyers made up
41 percent of the market, according the
National Association of Realtors’ 2008
Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers.
And price declines in many markets
around the country have created
unique opportunities for those considering home ownership for the first
time.
As a homeowner, you have security
and stability, the freedom to decorate
and remodel, potential to build equity
and tax benefits. And with interest
rates still at historically low levels –
5.22 percent for the typical, 30-year
fixed-rate mortgage (as of early
August 2009), combined with ample
inventory, now is a great time to buy.
Plus, there are several incentives and
programs available specifically for
first-time homebuyers.
First-time homebuyer credit
One program that is a great financial
opportunity is the highly publicized
“First-time Homebuyer Credit” which
was part of the Housing and Economic

Recovery Act of 2008. This federal
initiative allows first-time homebuyers
to take up to an $8,000 tax credit,
which doesn’t have to be repaid,
toward a new or resale property purchased prior to December 1, 2009. For
new construction, the purchase date is
considered to be the date you first
occupy the home.
Under this program, a first-time
homebuyer is considered to be anyone
who has not owned a principal home
within the last three years. If you are
married, both spouses must meet this
criterion. However, unmarried joint
purchasers may allocate the credit
amount to any buyer who qualifies as a
first-time buyer. In addition, ownership of a vacation home or rental property not used as a principal residence
does not disqualify a buyer as a firsttime home buyer. You are also eligible
to claim first-time buyer status if you
owned a principal residence outside of
the United States within the last three
years.
The actual tax credit may vary
depending on the purchase price and
your income. The credit is generally
equal to 10 percent of the home’s pur-
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costs and fees to be included in the
loan. Although FHA does not directly
loan to consumers, you can work with
a FHA-approved lender. For more
information, visit www.hud.gov.
Workshops
Besides financial assistance, there
are workshops specifically geared
toward first-time homebuyers. They
provide a wealth of information about
the home-buying process, such as how
to search for a home, setting up a
budget, choosing a real estate professional, loan products and so on.
The transition from renter to homebuyer is a large step and is arguably
one of the largest investments you’ll
make, so make sure you take advantage of all the assistance available to
make the road to homeownership that
much easier.
Linda R. Martin can be reached at
443-6464.
Prudential
Gardner
Realtors is an independently owned
and operated member of Prudential
Real Estate Affiliates, Inc., a
Prudential Financial company. Visit
the Prudential website at www.prudentialgardner.com.


Community
“Big Book Sale” set for October
The Friends of the Jefferson Public
Library will hold their semiannual
ìBig Book Sale,î on Thursday, October
29 through Sunday, November 1,
2009, at the Pontchartrain Center,
located at Williams Boulevard near
Lake Pontchartrain in Kenner. Hours
are Thursday through Saturday from
10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Sunday
from noon to 5:00 p.m. Over 80,000
used books will be available for purchase. An exceptional collection of
cookbooks, history, military, Louisiana
and the South is being offered at the
sale. Also, DVDs, CDs, videos, LPs,
sheet music and audio books will be
available.
Major credit cards will be accepted.

There is free admission and plenty of
free parking. For more information
call the Friends of the Library at 4552665.
All proceeds from the Big Book
sales and from the Friends store, located in the East Bank Regional Library,
are dedicated to provide needed materials for the library. Over the years the
Friends’ book sales have raised over
$1 million.
The Friends accept year round donations of hardback and paperback
books, records, sheet music, videos,
DVDs, CDs, audio tapes and puzzles
at the donating and sorting center
located at 6640 Riverside Drive, #100,
next to the Wagner Library.

Halloween safety

250
BOOTHS

(continued from page 7)

Christmas items, dolls, wearables, pottery, jewelry, painting, metalwork, stained glass,
baskets, florals, crafts, candles, leather, wood, Victorian, wood roses

$

chase price, not to exceed $8,000. In
addition, the income limit to receive
full credit is $75,000 for single taxpayers and $150,000 for married taxpayers filing a joint return.
For
complete
details
visit
www.irs.gov and . As always, consult
with your tax advisor on how this tax
credit may affect you.
State programs
Many states also have first-time
homeowner programs. Under these
programs, first-time homebuyers may
be eligible for grants for down payments and closing costs. Some states
even offer various tax deductions and
credits.
Mortgage loans
As a first-time homebuyer, you don’t
have the advantage of using the equity
in a previous property to help bridge
costs associated with down payment,
closing and other fees. Many financial
institutions have mortgage products
with you in mind. In addition, the
Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) offers mortgage programs in
which your down payment can be as
low as 3.5 percent of the purchase
price and allows most of your closing

Real Estate

Time
10am - 6pm

well-lit areas at all times during the
night.
Never invite strangers into your
home while partaking in Halloween
festivities. Always distribute treats at
your doorway or outside.

Chief Caraway can be reached by
email at kpd@kenner.la.us. Visit the
Kenner Police Department website at
www.kennerpd.com.
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Why appoint an independent executor in your will?
By JAMES L. MELCHERS
After a death, law allowing for independent administhe executor has tration went into effect August 15,
the job of admin- 2001. Consequently, all the legatees
istering the estate. Today, there are two would have to agree for the administratypes of administrations – the regular tion of the estate to be handled as an
administration or the independent independent administration.
One of his four children would not
administration. The second one is recconvert to an independent administraommended and here is why.
When an independent executor is tion because he did not trust the other
named in a will he can handle the legal three and he also hired a lawyer to repaffairs of an estate faster and with resent him. As with most estates of
greater cost effectiveness than a regular ordinary folks, the main asset of the
executor because the laws give him estate was the house. This house hadn’t
greater authority to act on behalf of the been updated since 1968 when the
estate. The bottom line is that it’s house was built nor had the house been
cheaper and faster, absent conflict maintained well. It had fallen into great
disrepair.
among the heirs.
Since an independent administration
Under regular administration, the
executor has to secure court approval to was not possible because all the chilsell vehicles, stocks, bonds, list real dren would not agree, a regular adminestate for sale, sell or exchange real istration was necessary. Every action
estate, lease real estate, pay urgent had to be approved by the court, from
debts, pay other debts and write checks the hiring of a specific contractor to
from decedent’s funds or assets. Under repair the house to the eventual sale of
the independent administration, the the house. Court expenses and attorneys
independent executor does not have to fees ate up much of the estate. The gensecure court approval for any of those tleman who didn’t trust his siblings
ended up with much less of an inheriduties.
In an independent administration the tance than he would have had he conindependent administrator is confirmed sented to an independent administraby the court and “Letters of tion. In fact, the whole family suffered
Independent Administration” are because an independent administration
issued. The letters are the administra- did not occur.
In another case two sisters fought
tor’s authority to handle the affairs of
the probate estate without additional over a Formica top kitchen table and
court appearances other than the paper- chairs. The whole set wasn’t worth $50,
work associated with closing out the but they fought like it was pure gold. In
a different case two brothers argued
estate.
If an executor is named in a will with- over an old gun their dad used for huntout the designation of independent ing. These examples show that it’s
executor, the court can order an inde- impossible to know what siblings will
pendent administration as long as all the do after the death of the second parent.
Not only should you consider
heirs and legatees consent to the independent administration. The need for appointing an independent administraconsent among all the heirs is the exact tor, you need to choose that person with
reason the independent executor should great care. Sometimes a disinterested
be named in a will and not be depend- third party is the best choice for indeent on an agreement between all the pendent executor. The person you
heirs and legatees. As hard as parents choose is just as important as the type
try to raise their children to like each of administration.
For example, Mrs. Brown had two
other, the death of the second parent
often brings out problems between sib- daughters who could not agree on anylings and fighting occurs like most peo- thing. Her estate was sizable, so there
were many assets to be distributed. The
ple wouldn’t believe.
However, the appointment of an inde- sisters argued over absolutely everypendent executor in a will often reduces thing. One daughter lived out of state
fighting among heirs as the deceased and hired a series of lawyers who made
clearly wanted to give more authority to unreasonable demands and filed many
one heir or legatee over the others to act papers with the court. The courts were
on behalf of the estate. On the other involved almost from the beginning.
hand, there are some situations in which The lawyers made sizable fees and the
only a court order from a judge can end court costs were huge. A disinterested
third party would have been a good
the squabbling.
Several examples are pertinent and choice for independent executor.
Here’s the good news. In most cases
revealing. Mr. Jones had a great will for
the year 2000, but he died in 2008. The where an independent executor is

named in a will, the heirs come out
much better financially, which is a
happy ending to a sad loss.
In conclusion, prior to 2001 folks did
not have the option of appointing an
independent executor. These older wills
should be reviewed carefully and most
likely rewritten. As long as you have a
person that you are confident is trustworthy, it is generally advantageous to
appoint an independent executor.
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James L. Melchers is the senior attorney at Melchers Law Firm, located at
909 West Esplanade Avenue in Kenner
and the firm’s primary areas of practice
are estate planning, wills, trusts, successions, corporate law, and personal
injury. Melchers can be reached at 4671092 or visit the website at
www.melcherslawfirm.com. Melchers
Law Firm is open one Saturday morning each month.
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IS YOUR CAR READY FOR
THE FALL AND WINTER?

Keep your family safe on the road!
Winterize your vehicle now and be ready!
Over 35 years of honest customer service
Professional technicians
Family owned and operated since 1976

SERVICES
Clark W. Dennis, Noreen D. Fonte,
Mark J. Fonte, Keith C. Dennis

Transmission, A/C Service, Electronics,
Brake Systems, Tune-Ups,
Major & Minor Mechanical & Front End

Automatic Transmission, Inc.

Dennis Automotive

2220 Airline Drive, Kenner • 466-1381
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Latin American News


Hispanic celebration
By RAFAEL SADDY
In commemoration of “Hispanic
Heritage” month,
the city of Kenner approved a resolution
that declares September 15, 2009 through
October 15, 2009 “Kenner Hispanic
Heritage month. For this purpose,
Celebración Hispana de Kenner and the

Latin American Civic Association of
Louisiana (LACAL) will hold a festival to
promote and celebrate the Hispanic
Heritage Month at Rivertown in Kenner
Heritage Park on October 17, from 3:00
p.m. until 10:00 p.m. The colorful activities will include events for the whole family, with Latin food, live music, dances and

crafts. There are plans to hold a Business
Building Seminar from 11:00 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Admission is free and open to the
general public.
The Spanish language is an integral
component of Hispanic cultural tradition
and is the tie that bonds the various
groups. Today, the United States is the
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fifth-largest Spanish-speaking country
after Mexico, Spain, Argentina and
Colombia. Hispanic-owned businesses
comprise almost 40 percent of all minority-owned firms in the United States.
Metropolitan New Orleans is also experiencing its own explosion of business and
keen competition. A trip down major thoroughfares or neighboring streets in New
Orleans, Jefferson Parish and the city of
Kenner can attest to this.
Hispanic Heritage Month recognizes the
contribution by Hispanics to this nation
and also provides the opportunity for the
local diverse Hispanic community to
showcase and share its culture with all
communities in the area. Celebración
Hispana de Kenner and LACAL, both
non-profit organizations, are proud once
more to play a key role sharing this rich
culture. For information call 466-1483,
361-3976 or 464-4619.
Community events and announcements
October 1: LACAL planning meeting
for Hispanic Festival. For information call
464-4619.
October 3: Hispanic Heritage River
Cruise. For information call 832-3555.
October 8 – November 1: Hablemos
Claro KTV-76 Hispanic TV program with
topics of interest to the community, every
Wednesday at 9:00 p.m. and Sunday at
8:00 p.m.
October 9 – 11: Carnaval Latino. For
information call 834-2020.
October 17: Hispanic Heritage Festival.
For information call 464-4619.
October 31: Asociación Nicaragüense
de Louisiana (ANDELA): Coronation
gala and dance, Saturday October 31 at the
Kenner Pavilion from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00
a.m. On this night the Nicaraguan
Association will crown their Miss
Nicaragua Queen and First Lady 20092010. Music by Grupo Rana (Froggies).
For information call 466-1483 or 4644619.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center at
4312 Florida Avenue: Numerous events
are being offered such as The Pro Bono
Project, a free legal consultation on civil
matters and an after school youth program, ESL, bingo and Spanish classes
among others. For information call 4692571.
I leave you with this thought: “Obstacles
are those frightful things you see when
you take your eyes off your goal.”
Rafael E. Saddy is president of the Latin
American Civic Association of Louisiana
(LACAL).
Email
Saddy
at
lacal1234@bellsouth.net.
Correspondence for LACAL can be sent to
P.O. Box 640284, Kenner, LA 700640284.
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Bust out of your fitness rut
By YVETTE DUSSOUY
Got
results?
You’ve been exercising on a regular
basis for awhile. So, how’s it working
for you? Are you noticing a change in
your body? Or have you reached a
plateau?
Experts recommend that you take an
inventory of your fitness results. See if
your program is still working for you.
And if it is not, then it may be time to
bust out of your fitness rut. Here are a
few common fitness ruts and suggestions for breaking out of them.
Monotonous weight routines. If
you’ve been doing the exact same
weight-training routine or watching
1980s videos on your old VHS player,
then it’s time to mix it up! Your muscles adapt to any given exercise, which
is why it’s important to consistently
change your weight-training routine.
Increase your weight size, add more
reps, or try new exercises altogether to
break through your muscle-building
plateau. Make sure your fitness regimen is a constant variety.
Over-crunching. You do 500 sit-ups
every night and you wonder why your
abs still aren’t flat. It’s probably
because crunches strictly tend to work
your rectus abdominus, just one of your

abdominal muscles. In order to truly
trim your waistline, you also need to
work your external and internal
obliques and your transverse abdominus. Try a variety of abdominal exercises, including Pilates-based moves,
to help whittle away your middle.
Cardio queen. Aerobic exercise is
important. You need it to burn calories
and maximize heart health. But, cardio
is just one part of a well-rounded fitness routine. You also need strength
training and stretching. And don’t forget that good nutrition is a big part of
your overall health as well.
Rushing. When you race through
your weight-training reps, you’re
allowing momentum to take over,
instead of using actual muscle. If you
want to see more definition in your
muscles, then you must stress the muscles to the point of fatigue. Focus on
lifting and lowering your weights with
steady control. Take your time, and
think about the muscle behind every
movement that you perform.
Relying on your workout only. If
you are sedentary all day long and rely
solely on your workout to burn calories
then you are missing a wealth of opportunities to improve your overall fitness
and well-being. Make just a couple of

GRAND

small changes to incorporate fitness all
day long. Park in the farthest parking
space when going to the grocery store.
Take the stairs instead of the elevator.
You’ll burn more overall calories
throughout the day.
Yvette Dussouy, for over 15 years has
owned and operated the Kenner
Jazzercise Fitness Center, which has
recently moved to a new location, 4228
Williams Boulevard. A certified
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Hair S tylesUnlimited
464-5949 • 3635 Florida Ave.
www.hairstylesunlimitedinc.com
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20 OFF
Total bill with this ad on
Sunday through Thursday.
Expires 10/31/2009

instructor for over 18 years, Dussouy
has been awarded Pacesetter Elite status by Jazzercise, Inc. for the past ten
years. Dussouy can be reached at 4644600 or jazspot@aol.com. The Kenner
Jazzercise Center has classes early
morning, morning, afternoon, evenings
and weekends – some include childcare. This class schedule includes
classes for the overweight through the
very fit. For the complete schedule visit
www.jazzercise.com.

October i s N ational B reast
Cancer A wareness M onth

%

3525 Williams Blvd.
Kenner, LA 70065
464-8989
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Lunch
Mon.-Sat.: 11:30 am - 3:00 pm
Sun.: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Dinner
Mon.-Thurs.: 4:30 pm - 10:00 pm
Fri.-Sat.: 4:30 pm - 11:00 pm
Sun.: 4:30 pm - 10:00 pm
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ACL injuries in the female athlete
By CRAIG GOODWIN

With increased
participation in
sports by female
athletes over the past 10 years we are
finding more severe knee injuries
within this population, in particular,
more women are vulnerable to anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury.
Severe knee injury is defined as an
injury that takes an athlete out of
sports participation for more than 21
days. In a recent study by the National
Athletic Trainers’ Association, severe
injuries account for 14.9 percent of
school sports-related injuries. After
football injuries, wrestling, girls’ basketball and girls’ soccer maintained
the highest levels of injury, with girls’
volleyball showing the next highest
level of ACL injury. According to the
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association (NCAA), female basketball players are four times as likely to
suffer from an ACL tear as male basketball players.
The ACL connects the tibia (shin
bone) and femur (thigh bone), providing anterior stability to the knee for

$

activities requiring running, jumping,
landing, deceleration, twisting, turning
and changing directions quickly on an
extended (straight) knee. About 80
percent of sports-related ACL tears are
“non-contact” injuries. This means
that the injury occurs without the contact of another athlete. Most often
ACL tears occur when pivoting or
landing from a jump. The knee gives
out from under the athlete when the
ACL is torn. When cutting or landing
from a jump, females have been
observed with their knees more
extended and rotated inward. Also,
studies have shown females to have a
delay in muscle recruitment, poor
hamstring recruitment patterns and
less joint stiffness. Researchers also
believe ACL injuries may occur due to
differences in hormone levels on ligament strength and stiffness, neuromuscular control, lower limb biomechanics, ligament strength and fatigue.
Lower limb biomechanics show that
female athletes have a wider pelvis
than males which also causes an
increased inward or Q-angle of the
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knee. A twisting injury in a males’
knee may only stretch his ACL; however, because of the greater Q angle,
the same type of twisting injury in a
females’ knee may cause a complete
ACL tear. Increased rear foot pronation also contributes to an increase in
the inward angle of the knee, increasing the prevalence of ACL injury.
Prevention of ACL injury in the
female athlete is critical to the success
of the athletes’ career. A team of
researchers at the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill led by Spero G.
Karas, MD, assistant professor of
orthopaedics at Emory University,
Atlanta, found that female athletes
tend to hold their trunks and hips in a
more erect posture while performing
running and jumping maneuvers, suggesting that this difference may contribute to the increased risk of ACL
injury. Female athletes should be conditioned to place themselves in a more
protective position in sport activities,
and, thereby, reduce ligament injury. I
recommend working with female athletes in the prevention of ACL injury

using stretching, strengthening, and
proprioception training to reduce
injury in at the high school level. Also,
a thorough evaluation of the female
athlete by a physical therapist is critical in the prevention process. Cybex
evaluations are used to assess the
strength of the female athletes’ lower
extremity strength deficits as well as
evaluation of the foot to correct any
excess rear foot pronation that may be
present. There is no doubt that improving one’s proprioception, strength and
posture will help reduce the incidence
of ACL injuries in females.
Craig Goodwin, physical therapist,
is president of Kenner Orthopedic and
Sports Therapy, located at 3921
Williams Boulevard and two other
locations in Metairie and on the West
Bank. Goodwin graduated from LSU
Medical School Department of Allied
Health, Department of Physical
Therapy in 1987. The professionals at
Kenner Orthopedic and Sports
Therapy can be contacted via email at
Kennerorthopedic@aol.com.

EJGH cardiology wins gold
performance award from the
American Heart Association
The American Heart Association
(AHA) has awarded East Jefferson
General Hospital the “Heart Failure
Gold Performance Achievement
Award,” the highest award possible.
The “Heart Failure Award” is part of
the AHA’s “Get with the Guidelines”
program and signifies that institutions
receiving the award have met the
aggressive goals set forth by the
American Heart Association and the
American College of Cardiology.
“Get with the Guidelines” is a quality improvement initiative that provides hospital staff with tools that follow proven evidence-based guidelines and procedures in caring for
heart failure patients to prevent future
hospitalizations. The award also
shows that East Jefferson has provided this high level of care for at least
24 consecutive months and that
patient education and collaboration
within the medical teams are a major
focus.
“This is an important award for our
patients and our community,” said
cardiologist and EJGH “Heart Failure
Physician Champion” Dr. Fortune

Dugan. “We met the goals because of
the great work being done here at
every level. This validates the high
level of care we are giving to our
patients, and we are extremely proud
to be recognized with this prestigious
honor.”
According to the American Heart
Association about 5.7 million people
suffer from heart failure. Statistics
also show each year more than
292,200 people will die of heart failure.
“The full implementation of national heart failure guideline recommended care is a critical step in preventing
recurrent hospitalizations and prolonging the lives of heart failure
patients,” says Dr. Gregg Fonarow,
national chairman of the “Get with
the Guidelines” steering committee.
“The goal of the American Heart
Association’s
‘Get
with
the
Guidelines’ program is to help hospitals like East Jefferson implement
appropriate evidence-based care and
protocols that will reduce disability
and the number of deaths in these
patients.”
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The urge to splurge
By GUY WILLIAMS

When are you
overcome by the
urge to splurge?
Shoe store, dessert time, the mall, the
hardware store?
Most of us have a weak area. We
know that if we go there we will probably overspend.
Sometimes it can be as simple as
channel surfing at home, and by the
end of the evening you own the amazing Japanese knives and the interchangeable mood rings. It can be as
simple as stopping off just to look at
your favorite store and coming home
with the scented candles and the
wrench set that you didn’t know you
wanted until you were there.
This is compulsive behavior. You
see it, you want it and you get it.
Stores spend a lot of time focusing on
ways to make you want to buy. The
enticing items are displayed up front
or on the ends of aisles to encourage
the “see it / buy it” phenomena.
Unfortunately for some people, the
urge to splurge can create real finan-

cial problems. In one recent case a
customer ran up a large credit card
balance buying mostly unneeded junk.
In discussions at the bank it was found
out that the reason for the purchases
was that the stress of a reduced
income made this person anxious, so
in order to relieve that anxiety he went
shopping. Not good money or stress
management and, unfortunately, not
uncommon.
If you have the urge to splurge, take
a page from the Alcoholics
Anonymous handbook. Avoid what
they call “slippery places”. These are
places that you know you find hard to
resist. It could be a bookstore, a
restaurant, or a bar. If the place and
weak will-power go together, then
avoid the place. If you can’t avoid the
place, go armed and unarmed. Armed
with a friend or relative who will
remind you of your resolve to avoid
buying too much, and unarmed – that
is with no credit card in hand. That
way you can only spend cash, which
is a good thing anyway. You decide

before you go how much you are willing to spend and only take that much.
After all, if you really fall in love with
something you can go home to get
money and go back. This almost never
happens. Once you leave the tempting
environment you seldom will make
the effort to immediately return.
Enjoy not owning. I have a good
friend who likes art. He asked a serious collector for some tips on investing in art. The advice was, if you really like art, go to a museum. You can
stay as long as you like, you can see
some of the best art in the world and
you won’t have to pay for, maintain or
insure it. If, after time at the museums, you still want to own, your taste
will have improved by your study and
you will be more likely to buy something that you will enjoy for a long
time.
You can really live well here in
South Louisiana just enjoying the free
events and locations. You don’t have
to own things to enjoy them. The big
motorcycle that you’ve always want-

O PEN 2 4 HOU RS A D AY

ed can be rented for that perfect fall
day and brought back when you are
done. What a relief – no long term
commitment.
Finally, talk to yourself when you
feel the need to buy. Ask yourself,
“What will I think about this in six
months? Where will I store it? Don’t I
have something similar that can meet
this need or desire?”
By forcing yourself to answer these
sorts of questions you can often times
avoid intemperate purchases.
The best thing about self-control is
that you will gain self-respect and at
the end of the month you will also
have more money in the bank, which
is always a good thing.
Guy Williams is president and chief
executive officer of Gulf Coast Bank
and Trust Company. Their Kenner
branch office is located at 3410
Williams Boulevard. Brian Behlar,
branch manager, can be contacted at
565-3661. Visit Gulf Coast Bank and
Trust’s website at www.gulfbank.com.
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2009 Senior Expo to be held at Pontchartrain Center
By PAOLO ZAMBITO
Ochsner is excited to be taking part
in a special day
planned specifically
for our senior citizens. The Jefferson Parish
Senior Expo is right around the corner and
will be held on Wednesday, October 21,
2009. The festivities will be held at the
Pontchartrain Center located at 4545
Williams Boulevard in Kenner. Registration
will begin at 8:00 a.m. and the opening ceremony will begin at 9:00 a.m. The ceremony
will include Jefferson Parish dignitaries
along with the chief executive officers from
Ochsner, East Jefferson General Hospital

and West Jefferson Medical Center. The
expo will be open until 3:00 p.m.
This event is free for all senior citizens and
is put on each year to provide information to
the seniors in Jefferson Parish regarding various services, programs, and functions
offered by area businesses, non-profits
organizations, hospitals, nursing facilities,
clinics, universities and government agencies. There will be approximately 130
exhibits, health screenings, door prizes and
live stage entertainment. Additionally, free
lunch will also be provided to those in attendance from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Ochsner is a proud sponsor of the Senior

Expo which anticipates approximately 4,000
seniors at this year’s event. We hope that you
will come out to the expo and visit representatives from Ochsner at our booths which
will highlight free total cholesterol screenings including HDL (good cholesterol), free
glucose screenings and diabetes education,
foot screenings, the Elmwood Fitness
Center, audiology/hearing services, ophthalmology and optical services, pharmacy services – find out if your medications are interacting with one-another, Kenner Diagnostic
Center, DME, physical rehabilitation,
Golden Opportunity (GO) – a 50+ club featuring lifestyle activities, health seminars

and exciting social trips, ask-a-doctor interactive booth, stroke telemedicine, urology
and a booth that shows seniors how to stay
active and involved with people their own
age through seminars, computer or dancing
classes and day trips.
Paolo Zambito, R.N., is chief executive
officer at Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner
and has served in this role for four years.
Zambito has been at the Kenner facility for
over 18 years. For more information, please
contact OMC-Kenner at the corner of West
Esplanade and Loyola Avenues in Kenner or
call 468-8600.

Ochsner-Kenner obstetrics: Helping moms achieve safe births
despite high blood pressure, diabetes and hypertension
By ALLAN KATZ
The brand-new obstetrics facilities at
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner have seen
some remarkable safe deliveries in spite of illnesses suffered by the mothers, including diabetes, hypertension and high blood pressure.
“We’ve had some really exciting safe deliveries in the new facilities at Ochsner-Kenner in
high risk cases,” says Dr. Michael
Wiedemann, an obstetric/gynecology specialist. “Of course, one of the keys to these safe
deliveries has been the complete cooperation
of the moms delivering the babies. If you’re
suffering from diabetes, hypertension, high

blood pressure or some other serious illness,
complete cooperation with your doctor is
absolutely essential. But, we’ve had some
wonderful patients who, despite their illnesses,
were determined to deliver and were able to do
so because they were willing to do whatever
we asked in terms of diet, exercise, testing,
attitude and medications. In these cases, the
doctor, the nursing staff, the mother and even
the baby are all part of a team striving to
accomplish a safe birth.”
For moms dealing with such problems as
diabetes, hypertension and high blood pressure, consultation with Ochsner’s high risk
specialists is part of the drill.

“We really have a great team at Ochsner and
our facilities in Kenner are second to none in
the region,” says Dr. Wiedemann, a graduate
of Rummel High School, Nicholls State
University and LSU School of Medicine who
has been an OB/GYN specialist for more than
20 years.
”Among the great advances in obstetrics has
been the development of pregnancy management concepts and obstetrics procedures that
allow women who have serious illnesses to
nevertheless deliver healthy babies,” said Dr.
Wiedemann.
“Unfortunately, that isn’t the case 100 percent of the time. But, more and more, working

with cooperative moms, we are able to deliver
healthy babies and also keep the mom from
harm despite the presence of serious illness. Of
course, one of the benefits of this regimen is
that it also involves the mom getting her illness
under control so that she enjoys good health
during her child-raising years.”
At Ochsner-Kenner, Dr. Michael
Wiedemann works closely with his father, Dr.
Al Wiedemann, also an OB/GYN specialist.
“Working with my dad is a dream come true
for me,” said Dr. Wiedemann, the son. “And,
of course, it’s especially nice to be working
together in Kenner at one of the finest
OB/GYN facilities in the region.”
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Future of healthcare
By KEITH M. DARCEY

At
East
Jefferson General
Hospital,
we
believe that the future of healthcare is
here. Healthcare should do more than
just treat the illness. Healthcare
should combine high-tech programs
with high-touch initiatives to produce
outstanding clinical results. We
believe that increasing the community’s awareness on the importance of
preventive health measures will
reduce many of the chronic conditions plaguing our society. Simply
said, the future of healthcare is about
you.
East Jefferson is placing additional
emphasis on continuing to offer the
latest medical technology, attracting
and retaining high-level medical
experts, providing convenient locations so that medical care is more
convenient and making available
wellness and education programs that
will arm you with the information and
support needed for healthy living. As
we finish this year and point to next
year, you will hear more about the
innovative steps East Jefferson is taking to keep you healthy.
One example of our initiatives is to
offer Saturday hours at our Breast
Care Center. As we recognize
National Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, we understand that everyone
has busy lives with work, family and
countless other activities. It is important, however, to make time for regular breast exams. Using the latest digital mammography and MRI equipment, East Jefferson radiologists can
detect even the smallest of problems.
Complete with a specialized nursing
staff, the Breast Care Center can also
be your link to cancer care, should
you need it. The images taken in the
Breast Care Center can also be used
to streamline your treatment plan with
your oncologist, while follow-up
images can be taken to identify the
effectiveness of treatment as the
tumor shrinks.
Another of our latest additions that
complements the outstanding work
being done in our Breast Care Center,
and our entire oncology program, is
the Cancer Wellness Program located
at the EJGH Wellness Center. Recent
studies have shown that regular exercise, during treatment and after remission, can have a profoundly positive
effect on a patient’s likelihood to
have a recurrence. In addition, exercise has been proven to relieve stress
and elevate mood, two important
components of recovery. With these
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2151 WILLIAMS BLVD.
factors in mind, EJGH has created a
three-phase approach for its Cancer
Wellness Program that is available to
people with any form of cancer.
The first phase includes a private
consultation at the time of the
patient’s diagnosis. Each patient
receives a fitness evaluation and program orientation by a health educator
as well as an individualized program
concurrent with her particular needs
and abilities. While receiving cancer
treatment, patients will perform a
home-based exercise program that
consists of stretching and resistance
exercises with a lightweight theraband. Phase 2 is an eight-week therapeutic exercise program that includes
an extensive pre- and post-program
physical evaluation, an individualized
exercise program for each person and
several weeks of group fitness and
wellness classes with other cancer
patients.
According to Dr. Jayne Gurtler, an
M.D. Anderson Physicians Network
credentialed oncologist, “The program offers a banquet of physical and
spiritual lifestyle changes that
strengthen and heal.”
The third phase of the Wellness
Program is intended to support survivors physically and emotionally
well into the future. It includes membership at the Wellness Center and
full access to the facility. In addition,
participants each receive an annual,
75 minute physical assessment and
quarterly phone consultations. It also
allows members to meet as a group
for warm-up and stretch sessions
three times a week. The warm-up sessions give participants a chance to
continue to foster the supportive relationships they’ve built as a group.
One of the most important aspects of
the program is the opportunity to
meet a group of survivors that are
committed to their health.
It’s the combination of individualized care, exercise, nutrition and
camaraderie that makes our programs
good for the mind, body and soul.
Keith M. Darcey is a communications specialist with East Jefferson
General Hospital located at 4200
Houma Boulevard in Metairie.
Darcey can be reached at 889-7110 or
at kdarcey@ejgh.org. East Jefferson
General Hospital, Louisiana’s first
Nurse Magnet hospital, is a publicly
owned, not-for-profit community hospital, providing care to the residents
of the East Bank of Jefferson Parish
and surrounding communities.
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Switching to nitrogen in tires a good idea
By SCOTT ZIMMERMAN
Recent studies type they may be. Nitrogen is also
have shown that cooler than regular air which can transnitrogen gas used late to better mileage, which is
to inflate car tires makes them last extremely important today due to ever
longer. There might be a good scientif- increasing gas prices. Even without a
ic backing for this as many of the new puncture, car tires will lose up to two
muscle cars that are coming out onto psi of air per month, as compared to
the market have nitrogen in their tires.
tires inflated with nitrogen gas which
Nitrogen is an inert gas and prevents will lose that amount, but over six
problems associated with regular com- months.
pressed air, which contains a sizeable
Nitrogen also causes less problems
amount of moisture that causes corro- with your car’s wheel valves, making
sion in aluminum and steel wheel rims. them last a little longer than usual.
Oxygen causes oxidation which can Wheel valves should be replaced every
eventually weaken wheels, whatever time tires are changed to ensure they

are at par with the wheel. Tires can
slowly leak air from the valves which,
when added to the normal tire air leak,
could become very hazardous when
you least expect it.
It is a good idea to make it a ritual to
have the tire pressure checked every
time you fill up to ensure your wheels
are running as designed. Uneven wear,
cupping and other wheel maladies
should be taken seriously for they are
indicative signs of other problems such
as in the suspension. Low tire pressure
leads to poor mileage and it also heats
up the wheels excessively, even caus-

Auto
ing failure. If you experience having to
drive on a flat tire, the tire would surely be ruined as the plies of the tire tend
to separate on the sidewalls because the
plies are not designed to come in contact with the surface of the road.
Scott Zimmerman is the owner of
Scotty’s Tire and Automotive, Inc., a
family-owned and operated full-service
tire and automotive shop, located at
4200 Williams Boulevard in Kenner.
Store hours are 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on
Monday through Friday. Scotty’s website is www.scottystireauto.com.

Community

Are you about to “go over the edge?” Unique event can help
Special Olympics Louisiana will be
holding a unique event in the New
Orleans metro area in November. This
fundraiser will feature a “once in a lifetime” opportunity to rappel down the
side of the Best Western Landmark
Hotel in Metairie. The event will begin
the morning of Tuesday, November 24
and will run throughout the day, until

the last person has descended.
To secure his or her place, each participant needs to raise a minimum of
$1,000 for the chance to go “Over the
Edge!” Potential participants should go
to the “Over the Edge” link on the
Special Olympics Louisiana website at
www.laso.org and create a firstgiving
fundraising page which will allow their

You talk to your Doctor about
your health, Why not talk to
us about how to pay for your
healthcare?

friends, family and colleagues to “sponsor” their rappel. Firstgiving makes
raising the money easy and is safe and
secure.
All participants will be treated like
VIPs while their supporters cheer them
on during their thrilling descent and all
proceeds will go to benefit the more
than 12,000 athletes involved in the
Special Olympics Louisiana program.
There are over 2,600 athletes in the
greater New Orleans area alone. For
more information on the “Over the
Edge” event visit www.laso.org or call
800-345-6644.
Special Olympics Louisiana (SOLA)

is a state-wide organization that
changes lives by promoting understanding, acceptance and inclusion between
people with and without intellectual
disabilities. SOLA offers year-round
programs for 12,000 children and adults
with intellectual disabilities in all 64
parishes with the help of 12,000 volunteers. SOLA has health, education,
leadership, family, training and sports
programs for people beginning at age
two and there is no upper age limit.
There is no cost to participate in Special
Olympics. For more information about
Special Olympics Louisiana visit
www.laso.org.

Katz
(continued from page 5)

old and in some cases had never
worked properly.
Give credit to Mayor Muniz. His
instincts led him to the correct answer
to the problem – if you don’t know the
answer to the question, ask for help.
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For the past nine years paper collection bags were placed in the November
edition of the Kenner Star. The readers
of the Kenner Star fill the bags with
food items which are picked up by volunteering Kenner postal workers and
taken to the Kenner Food Bank.
This year, the food drive has lost its
collection bag sponsor. The city of
Kenner is asking you and me in effect
to become the sponsors of the drive.
The city needs to pay for the costs of
the drive. Please bring or mail your
contribution to the Community
Services
Office
on
Williams

Boulevard, Kenner, LA 70062, or contact Community Services Director
Mary-Sharon at 468-7293 if you or
your business can help. Let’s help keep
this twenty-year-old tradition created
by the postal workers alive.
Assuming that is done, the bags will
appear in the Kenner Star on
November 5, 6 and 7. Please fill the
bags with food items, as you have done
for so many years in the past.
There is no better cause. Each day,
even in the rain, hungry people line up
outside the Kenner Food Bank. Many
of them are elderly. Often, they have
never asked for help before. For years,
they worked and paid taxes. Now, their
social security and pension checks no
longer cover their cost of living. Any
of us can understand that. Here, in
Kenner, of all places, we should not
tolerate the idea of fellow citizens,
especially the elderly, going hungry.
Let’s make the 2009 Postal Food Drive
the most successful in history. That’s
something we can all be proud about.
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Achilles tendinopathy: A common source of foot pain
By THOMAS R. LYONS, M.D.
Disorders of the Achilles
tendon represent a common
cause of foot pain and dysfunction. Anatomically, the Achilles tendon inserts
on the calcaneus or heel bone. The Achilles tendon
forms the insertion of the gastrocnemius and soleus
muscles. The gastrocnemius, which originates
above the knee, and the soleus, which originates on
the back of the tibia, are located in the posterior leg
or calf. These muscles function to plantarflex the
foot which enables us to push off when we walk or
run. The Achilles tendon is encased in a thin, vascular layer of tissue called a paratenon.
The Achilles tendon is subject to a variety of
overuse type syndromes. Paratenonitis refers to a
painful condition characterized by inflammation of
the paratenon. Tendinosis refers to a degenerative
condition of the tendon itself. The term “tendonitis”, when used in reference to the Achilles
tendon, is a misnomer because the tendon under-

goes a degenerative rather than an inflammatory
process.
Patients affected by Achilles tendon dysfunction
typically are young athletes or older active individuals. Diagnosis is made by a careful history and
physical examination. Patients may report pain or
tightness anywhere along the course of the Achilles
tendon from the musculotendinous junction to the
calcaneus insertion. Pain more commonly occurs
with activities such as running or walking. Physical
examination will show tenderness to palpation of
the tendon. Swelling of the tendon may be present.
Dorsiflexion of the ankle may be restricted and may
be associated with pain. Plain radiographs (x-rays)
are usually normal but may show a bony prominence at the calcaneus insertion site. Ultrasound
and MRI scanning are useful tools for diagnosis
and planning treatment in these disorders.
Treatment for Achilles tendinopathy is usually
non-operative. On occasion, a period of immobi-

assaults, lawful means of self-defense, abduction,
risk awareness, recognition, reduction and avoidance, and self-defense techniques.
Participants will also have the opportunity to practice self-defense techniques with a certified instructor.
For information and to fill out an application visit
the Kenner Police Department website at www.kennerpd.com and click the women’s self defense link.
Contact the KPD Community Relations Division at
712-2294 or at nguggenheim@kennerpd.com for

Health

lization in a molded ankle-foot orthosis is used.
Anti-inflammatory medication can be helpful.
Physical therapy for gentle stretching and modalities has been used with success. For athletes, a
change in training regimen may be necessary to
alleviate symptoms. A heel lift may be beneficial
for some patients. Rarely is surgery performed to
excise the diseased tendon or paratenon. In order to
properly diagnose and treat Achilles tendon dysfunction, an evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon is
recommended.
Thomas R. Lyons M.D. is a board certified orthopedic surgeon practicing at the Orthopedic Center
for Sports Medicine located at 671 West Esplanade
Avenue in Kenner and in Metairie at 4921 Airline
Drive. The Orthopedic Center is a multi-specialty
center dedicated to complete musculoskeletal care
with focused expertise in shoulder and knee care.
For additional information call 467-5900.


KPD women’s self defense course taking place in October
The Kenner Police Department will hold the next
women’s self defense course on the evenings of
October 5, 7 and 8. The program teaches women
self-defense techniques and how to execute them
properly if they are ever confronted by an attacker.
The course is free and open to all females 13 years
and older. Participants may take the course as many
times as desired to learn the latest self-defense and
safety techniques. The course is taught by certified
police officers who conduct group discussions and
demonstrations on definitions of types of sexual
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further information.

Crouere
(continued from page 5)

While parents might have been dismayed, it
seems that President Obama can do no wrong with
Hollywood celebrities. Almost all of the entertainment industry has fallen under the spell of Barack
Obama. A popular Internet video featuring stars
such as Nicole Richie and Demi Moore shows
celebrities pledging to be “a servant of our president.” While this could be dismissed as nonsense
from foolish media personalities, it is also clear that
these celebrities impact our culture and can sway
public opinion.
The Obama White House is using every tool at its
disposal to deal with today’s complex media environment. They know that the president is popular
with Hollywood and the news media elite, so they
are taking advantage of the situation to promote his
agenda, including health care. It remains to be seen
whether the media assault will eventually turn pub-

lic opinion in favor of the president’s health care
plan.
At this point, the American public remains skeptical despite the president’s full court press. His
strategy is risky because, eventually, the people
may not only reject the message, they may also
begin to reject the messenger.
Jeff Crouere is a native of New Orleans and his
Louisiana based television program, “Ringside
Politics,” airs at 7:30 p.m. on Fridays and at 10:00
p.m. Sundays on PBS television station WLAE-TV,
Channel 32, and from 7:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m.
weekedays on radio station WGSO 990 AM in New
Orleans and the north shore. Crouere is a political
analyst for WGNO-TV ABC26. Visit Crouere’s website at www.ringsidepolitics.com or email Crouere
at jeff@ringsidepolitics.com.

Crime cameras
(continued from page 1)

them 24 hours a day but will be reviewing the film on
a regular basis,” said Chief Caraway.
The license plate recognition cameras photograph
license plates and tell officers if a vehicle has been
reported stolen. Twelve of these cameras will be placed
on utility poles in neighborhoods where stolen vehicles
have been found in the past and four will be mounted

on police cars, the chief said.
“The use of these cameras is going to lead to the
recovery of stolen vehicles and the arrests of individuals who in the past have made a career of vehicular
thefts,” said Chief Caraway. “Both the crime cameras
and the license recognition cameras are proven technologies that will soon make a difference in Kenner.”

We are a locally owned, independently operated,
family funeral home continuing a tradition that has
endured for 119 years! And we believe that makes a
great difference in the care, service and value your
family receives. If you ever have a question or would
like more information feel free to call or stop by.
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Williams Blvd. at the Lake

LAKETOWN FESTIVAL RETURNING
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2009
12:00 pm - 1:50 pm
2:15 pm - 4:05 pm
4:30 pm - 6:20 pm
6:45 pm - 8:35 pm
9:00 pm - til

Rockin' Dopsie
Topcats
Chee Weez
Cowboy Mouth
Eddie Money

Gates open at 11:00 a.m.

Laketown Festival
(continued from page 1)

among the very best,” said Howland.
“The food and crafters will be equally
good. We’re expecting a huge crowd.
This Laketown Fest will be a celebration of Kenner’s lakefront and our

city’s ability to throw a great party.”
Any business or individual interested in becoming a sponsor of the
Laketown Festival can contact
Howland at 468-7293.

District 1
council race
for interim
term set for
October 17

OCTOBER 17, 2009
ELECTION
SAMPLE BALLOT

On Saturday, October 17 five
Democrats will be on the ballot to
fill the unexpired term for Kenner’s
District 1 council seat, formerly
held by Marc Johnson, who was
elected to the Louisiana Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeal. The seat is
currently occupied by Sharon T.
Augillard who was appointed by the
remaining council members. The
winner will finish Johnson’s term
which ends June 30, 2010.
The candidates are “Mike”
Austin, Sr., Gregory W. Carroll,
Robert Dawson, “Dee” Dunn, and
Earl Smith.
The election for a new four year
term will be held on March 27,
2010.

Citizens throughout Jefferson Parish are asked to Adopt-A-Parkway
As part of Jefferson Parish’s quality of
life
initiatives,
the
Parkways
Department is asking citizens of the
community to join in planting trees and
landscaping our medians by getting
involved in the renewed Adopt-aParkway Program.
The Adopt-a-Parkway Program started in 1988 with over 100 individuals,

businesses and organizations involved
in beautification of public green spaces.
Currently only 70 groups participate in
this program and Jefferson Parish would
like to increase participation in this productive, worthwhile cause.
Parkway sponsors who excel in
improving the landscape of their adopted sections of thoroughfares are recog-

KENNER ORTHOPEDIC & SPORTS THERAPY
3921 WILLIAMS BLVD.
KENNER, LA 70065
504-443-5152

nized by a sign and are eligible to
receive the coveted “Parkway Sponsor
of the Year” award. Each year a bronzed
garden statue is placed at the “Parkway
Sponsor of the Year” location.
Newer, decorative Adopt-a-Parkway
signs are being installed at all current
Adopt-a-Parkway locations to enhance
the landscapes.

To promote an organization and help
improve the community’s quality of life,
contact Beulah Oswald, Parkway volunteer coordinator, at 737-7583 or Kai
Adams, director of Jefferson Parish
Parkways Department, at 349-5800.
The Jefferson Parish Parkways
Department can tailor an adoption program to suit anyone’s needs.

Under Angels’ Wings
“Under Angels’ Wings” will feature
Stein Mart Fashions
modeled by the New Orleans
Saintsations, Live and
Silent Auctions, Dinner, Raffle of Rolex
Watch and
presentation of Honorees.
Friday, October 30, 2009
Airport Hilton – Kenner
Individual tickets are $75 and sponsorships begin at $250.
Call today to reserve your tickets and tables.

KENNER’S ONLY CHOICE FOR ORTHOPEDIC PHYSICAL THERAPY

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE!!!!

Mark your calendar and help Angels’ Place provide respite and
end-of-life services to seriously ill children and their families.
4323 Division Street, Suite 206, Metairie • 455-2620

Se habla Español

METAIRIE & WESTBANK LOCATIONS

www.angelsplace.org
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Kenner City Park ponds re-stocked with bluegill, bass and catfish
The city of Kenner Parks and
Recreation Department, with the help
of the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries, is re-stocking
the two large ponds at Kenner City
Park. By doing so, these waters,
totaling almost 1.5 acres, will soon
be teaming with native Louisiana fish
ready for the catch.
This past September nuisance
species such as green sunfish, cichlids and carp were removed from the
ponds. Then over 700 bluegill fingerlings, ranging in size from one-half
to two and one-half inches, were
released into the lower pond, with
more coming to provide feed for the
100 or so bass that will also be delivered early this winter. In the upper

pond, which has three spouting fountains, approximately 100 to 150
channel catfish will be released in the
spring.
According to Tim Ruth at
Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries, the
fish that were removed are “invasive,
meaning they tend to overpopulate
and out-compete native species,
impacting the entire ecosystem. They
often ruin the fishing experience too
because they don’t bite and people
don’t want to keep them. This is what
happened at Kenner City Park. We’re
not sure where these fish came from,
perhaps flooding brought them here,
but they don’t belong in this kind of
environment.” Mr. Ruth explains that
these fish are usually found in rivers

and lakes, not small ponds like the
ones at Kenner City Park.
Once the new native fish are established, fishing will be much more
rewarding. “We have many families
and individuals who come out to the
park regularly to fish for sport, to
show their children or grandchildren
how it’s done, and we hope to
improve their experience,” says Ken
Marroccoli, director of the Kenner
Parks and Recreation Department.
“We want to provide a place nearby
where the whole family can go fishing. You don’t have to travel far to
enjoy a good fishing trip anymore,
and we want Kenner City Park to be
one of those places.”
Next year when all the fish have

had the chance to grow, KPRD plans
to start fishing programs such as
beginners’ classes and father-son
classes, while continuing to allow
and encourage individual recreational fishing at both ponds. “Fishing,
hunting and other outdoor sports are
a part of our culture,” said
Marroccoli, “and we want to offer
those opportunities right here to
Kenner residents.”
Kenner City Park is located at 3800
Loyola Avenue on the corner of
Vintage Drive. Fishing is not encouraged at this time in order to allow the
fingerlings to grow to a suitable size.
For more information or questions
call the Kenner Parks and Recreation
Department at 468-7211.

St. Jerome Catholic Church offers
food bank twice a week
By ALLAN KATZ
St. Jerome Catholic Church, located
at 2400 33rd Street in Kenner, is offering food bank services twice a week
for everyone residing in the 70065 zip
code.
“It became clear to us that there was
a real need to continue the service after
Catholic Charities had to close its community center in our area,” said Father
Jimmy Janfreau, pastor of the church.
“We are operating our food bank in
cooperation with Second Harvest Food
Bank of Greater New Orleans and
Acadiana. I would say that we regularly serve close to 100 persons from our
neighborhood weekly. Many of them
are senior citizens who tell us that most
of their money goes for housing, utilities and prescriptions. I would say that
the average age of food bank service
recipients is probably between 40 and

60, although some are in their 70s and
80s.”
The St. Jerome Food Bank is open
from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on
Tuesdays and from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. on Thursdays.
“The downturn in the economy in the
last six months has made the need even
greater for a food bank in our area,”
said Father Jeanfreau. “We did have a
food bank before Katrina but Catholic
Charities staffed the food bank after
Katrina until this past July when we
assumed responibility.”
Second Harvest Food Bank of
Greater New Orleans and Acadiana
sends a truck to St. Jerome laden with
food every two weeks. “Having a food
bank right now is an important community service and we are very grateful to Second Harvesters for their
involvement and cooperation,” said
Father Jeanfreau.

American Lung Association fundraiser
walk scheduled in October
On Saturday, October 17, 2009
onsite registration will begin at 8:00
a.m. for the 5K (3.1 miles) American
Lung Association Walk. The event
begins at 9:30 a.m.in Audubon Park
at Shelter 10 in New Orleans.
The “Blow the Whistle on Lung
Disease” walk will raise money to
fight asthma and lung disease in all
its forms through education, research
and advocacy. Statistics show that
more than 35 million Americans

struggle to breathe because of lung
disease and everyone is affected in
some way.
The event goal is to raise $55,000.
Local teams at this time have raised
approximately one-third of the event
goal.
To register a team or an individual
or for more information call Aline
Vitale, deputy executive director at
828-5864 or email aline@bellsouth.net.

Edward Nikolaus, Jr.
Owner

Over 25 Years Experience • Works With Any Insurance Company • Lifetime Warranty

WORLD CLASS COLLISION AND DETAIL CENTER
2835 Virginia Street • Kenner • 467-7775

CENTURY
TITLE
“WE CLOSE REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS FOR YOU”
RANDY LOVITT
Notary Public

REAL ESTATE
TITLE TRANSFERS
Real Estate Sales, Mortgages,
Donations, 1031 Tax Free Exchanges
• Expert Closing Assistance — In Operation over 15 years
• In-House Problem Solving Real Estate Title Attorneys — You’ll need this
• We keep you Informed — We return your Calls
• Our Costs are Competitive — Our Work is Accurate
110 Veterans Blvd., Suite 360 • Metairie, Louisiana 70005

830-7979

FAX 831-2609
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October hints for your garden
By LYNNE DIMM

The weather is
starting to cool
and it is a good
time to plant fall
color in your gardens. Four rows each
planted with a different kind of plant in
various blending colors make a striking
picture. A mixture of lavender in the
first row, petunias in the second row,
snap dragons in the third row and azaleas in the last row will make for a very
pretty show. Choose harmonizing different colors and shades of all these
types of flowers. You will enjoy the
burst of color during the fall and winter
and especially when decorating for the
holidays.
If you plant sweet pea, a climbing
flowering plant, along fences or trellis-

es now, the plants will grow, bloom and
flourish in spring and be beautiful. The
sweet pea is an annual climbing plant
that comes in bright colors and has a
sweet fragrance of honey and orange
blossom. The flowers have an air of
romance about them in both their scent
and appearance and the best part is that
they are long-lasting cut flowers.
Another good plant to put in the ground
to complement the sweet pea is nasturtium, which has distinctive leaves and
brightly colored flowers. These are
intensely colored flowers that come in
bright yellow, orange, pink, red,
mahogany and cream. Nasturtiums can
be used in hanging baskets, window
boxes, as ground cover,or cascading
down walls, as well as being used for

edging.
It is now time to feed any trees
around the drip line. Make holes
around the tree line and fill with granular tree food, then water. This will feed
tree roots during the fall and winter
until the active leaf sprouting on top
occurs in March.
It is also time to plant fall bulbs such
as iris, a flowering plant with showy
flowers, and daffodil, trumpet-shaped,
set against a star-shaped background.
Put tulips, which come in over a hundred
species,
to
chill
after
Thanksgiving and plant during the
week between Christmas and the New
Year holiday. Tulips need a period of
cold temperatures to stimulate growth
and flower production. This cold or

chilling period should take place at a
temperature of around 35 to 45 degrees
F.
Add peat moss and winterizer to gardens to enrich the soil during the fall
season.
I hope everyone enjoys Halloween
this year.
Lynne Dimm, owner of Lynne
Dimm’s Nursery, LLC, located at 27
West 27th Street, is a registered and
licensed Louisiana horticulturist and
landscape contractor, is a wholesale
grower of bedding plants and has over
30 years experience in the industry.
Lynne Dimm can be reached via email
at lynnedimm@yahoo.com or by calling 468-5467.

Community

KPBA meeting to feature Emmy award winning journalist Monica Pierre as speaker
The Kenner Professional Business
Association will hold its monthly
luncheon meeting on Tuesday, October
20, 2009 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel
located at 2829 Williams Boulevard in
Kenner. Networking begins at 11:30
a.m. and lunch starts at 11:45 a.m.

Reservations are required to attend.
Monica Pierre, an Emmy award winning journalist with a twenty-three year
broadcasting history in New Orleans, is
the featured speaker. Pierre has worked
in television and radio news and has
hosted various public affairs shows. In

2005, she was honored with the
“Masters Award” by the Greater New
Orleans Broadcasters Association. The
author of three motivational books,
Pierre has written Found My Soul in a
Sweet Potato Patch: Living a Life of
Victory, No Permanent Scars: It’s Never
Too Late to Live the Life You Really
Want and Someday is Right Now:
Taking Action Today on the Life You’ve
Been Putting Off. She has also written
and stars in her own one-person motivational stage show, No Permanent
Scars.
Pierre, a motivational speaker, also is
the owner of Pierre Principle
Communications, a motivation and
public relations consulting company
that works with people to sound their
best, be their best and take advantage of
media and speaking opportunities.
Pierre says she is an advocate of personal growth and personal responsibility and her creative keynotes and seminars inspire everyone, regardless of

Mo nica Pierre
change and challenges, to take immediate action on their dreams.
KPBA is a community-based networking organization for men and
women. For more information about the
club call 962-3930 or visit
www.kpba.biz.

SAY YOU SAW
IT IN THE
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Brees keys fast start
By KEN TRAHAN

At all levels of
football, quarterback has always
and will always
be the most important position on the
field. The quarterback is the unquestioned leader of the team, He must be
by design. He touches the ball more
than any other player on the team and
his decision making and execution will
largely determine who wins and loses
the game.
While a good supporting cast is
essential to winning, teams cannot win
consistently without good quarterback
play. Fortunately, the New Orleans
Saints have a quarterback who is a natural leader, makes tremendous decisions and executes with deadly precision.
With all due respect to New
Orleanians Peyton and Eli Manning,
Tom Brady, Ben Roethlisberger, Kurt
Warner, Donovan McNabb, Brett
Favre, Carson Palmer, Philip Rivers,
Matt Ryan and Joe Flacco, no one is
playing the position at a higher level
than Drew Brees.
In the first two games of their 3-0
start the Saints scored 93 points in the
process – the most since Oakland
opened the 1668 season with 95 points
in their first two games. The 45 points
scored in a 45-27 victory over Detroit
to open the season was the most ever in
a season opener in New Orleans Saints
history.
Brees has thrown nine touchdown
passes in two games, the fastest start
for any NFL quarterback since Charley
Johnson turned the trick in 1969. Brees
had completed a startling 75 percent of
his passes through two games and 69.1
percent after three. His quarterback rating of 118.1 ranked tops in the NFL
after three games. His six touchdown
passes against the Lions tied the longtime franchise record, established by
Billy Kilmer in 1969 and surpassed his
own previous mark of five scoring
passes while a member of the Chargers
in 2004. The 2009 Saints are the first
team since the 2001 Indianapolis Colts
of Peyton Manning to score 40 or more
points in each of their first two games.
At 30-years young, Brees is getting
better, not older. He is far removed
from the career-threatening shoulder
injury that precipitated his exit from
San Diego and arrival in New Orleans.
To say that the free agent signing of
Brees was the best in New Orleans
Saints history is a no-brainer. To say
that it was the most significant free
agent signing by any NFL team over
the past four years would be accurate.
Brees elevates the play of those

around him. Whether the running back
is Deuce McAlister, Reggie Bush,
Pierre Thomas or Mike Bell, those
players are productive. In the case of
Thomas and Bell, both were free
agents, basically unwanted by other
NFL teams. Bell was a castoff. Thomas
was undrafted. The same is true at fullback, whether the position has been
manned by Mike Karney or Heath
Evans. Bell averaged 114.5 yards per
game in his first two games of the season for New Orleans.
The wide receivers have been interchangeable. From Joe Horn to David
Patton. From Marques Colston to
Lance
Moore.
From
Devery
Henderson to Robert Meachem. The
same is true of tight ends. From Mark
Campbell to Billy Miller to Jeremy
Shockey to David Thomas, whoever
plays sees the football, typically, delivered perfectly, easy to catch.
With an amazing clock in his head,
Brees has brought out the best in his
offensive linemen, getting the ball out
to the right receiver quickly, avoiding
sacks. When Jamar Nesbit sits, Carl
Nicks takes over and looks like anything but a youngster, winning the
starting job. When Jammal Brown
goes down, untested Jermon Bushrod
steps and the offense does not miss a
beat. When veteran Jeff Faine leaves,
journeyman Jonathan Goodwin steps
in at center and performs well. Jon
Stinchcomb signs a contract extension.
Jahri Evans is your best lineman. Zach
Strief is a solid reserve and has been a
valuable commodity as a blocking
tight end in running situations.
While some of the success must go
to the talent evaluation and acquisitions of Executive Vice President and
General Manager Mickey Loomis and
the innovative schemes and creative
play-calling of Sean Payton, the largest
contributing factor in the productivity
of supporting cast players and to the
success on the field is Drew Brees.
It is a domino effect. Players touched
by greatness automatically become
better. Brees was a great quarterback in
a near NFL-record setting season of
2008. He has been even better in the
first few games of 2009. While it is
still early in the season, there is great
cause for optimism for this year’s
Saints.
Offensively, Marques Colston and
Jeremy Shockey are healthy and look
like different players thus far, making
Brees and the offense even better. Until
his injury in game two, Bell had given
the Saints a consistent running attack
for the first time since the presence of
a healthy McAlister in 2006. In game

three Pierre Thomas returned from an
injury and against the Bills he took
charge with a career-high 126 yards.
Heath Evans is a step up over Karney
with his overall game at fullback.
While the defense has been substantially less than dominant, it has been
opportunistic. The Saints have forced
nine turnovers in the first three games.
Linebacker Scott Shanle has doused
the flames of critics, playing at a very
high level with 22 tackles while adding
a pair of interceptions, the first two of
his seven-year NFL career. Bobby
McCray has provided pressure up front
while Anthony Hargrove has been a
nice addition to the defensive line.
The biggest improvement is in the
secondary. Jabari Greer is a solid
starter. Tracy Porter is healthy at the
other corner. Perhaps the biggest addition to the defense is veteran Darren
Sharper. The 6’2”, 210-pound Sharper
is a four-time Pro Bowler and one-time
First-Team All-Pro. He may very well
be a future NFL Hall of Famer. If he
continues to play the way he has
played early in the season for New
Orleans, that possibility will become a
likelihood. He is certainly enhancing
his resume.
Through three games, Sharper had
already picked off three passes, returning one 97 yards for a touchdown,
tying a long-time franchise record held
by Tommy Myers (1978). In his 13th
season, Sharper doesn’t run as fast as
he once did. What he has lost in foot
speed, he has gained in mind speed.
Sharper has great instincts. He is a natural leader and an outstanding mentor
to Roman Harper, Malcolm Jenkins
and Usama Young. He remains an
intimidating hitter, striking fear into
opposing receivers who venture across
the middle of the field. Sharper is now
tied for tenth in NFL history with 57
interceptions. He is the league’s active
leader in interceptions.

The kicking game is much-improved
over the start of the 2008 season.
Missed field goals by Martin
Gramatica killed the Saints early in
2008. With the return of John Carney,
those concerns no longer exist. The 45year old Carney is nails from 40 yards
and in. With the proper snap, hold and
blocking, he won’t miss. At 44-years
old, he hit on 35 of 38 field goals for
the New York Giants in 2008, kicking
in perhaps the most difficult stadium to
kick in throughout the entire NFL. His
only miss for the Saints was a blocked
attempt against Detroit when protection broke down.
The Saints rectified a huge mistake
made after the 2006 season, bringing
Carney back following Garrett
Hartley’s suspension. He was brilliant
for New Orleans in 2006, going 23 of
25 (92%) but lost his job in an illadvised move. In his 21st season in the
league, Carney is still very good. From
2006 until the present, Carney has
made 73 of 81 field goals (90%). You
cannot kick much better than that.
Equally as important is the muchimproved kickoff game and punting
this year. Rookie fifth-round draft pick
Thomas Morstead, who cost Saints a
pair of draft picks, has proven to be
worthy of the investment. Morstead
has averaged 46.5 yards per punt while
his kickoffs have been simply outstanding. They have been deep and, as
with his punts, very high.
After three games the Saints are the
NFL leader in points scored with 120
and in total offense (yards per game).
The Saints have forced nine turnovers,
a league high through two games.
Gregg Williams’ much-advertised
focus on forcing turnovers has been a
smashing success thus far. Most importantly, the Saints turnover ratio is a
plus four, a huge indicator of a team’s
success or lack thereof.
continued on page 29

Attention Business Owners
Be An Achiever!

• Generate Solid Leads • Learn Leadership Skills
• Be A Confident Public Speaker • Improve Profitability
The Executive Achievers Association meets bi-weekly for breakfast
Thursday, October 1, 15 and 29 at 7:00 a.m.
at Messina’s Catering, 2717 Williams Blvd., Kenner

THE EXECUTIVE ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION
Call Randy Lovitt at 504-836-7136 for more information on becoming a member.
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Tourism

Laketown Festival to
benefit Kenner Recreation
By SHARON SOLOMON

November is the month that we typically count our blessings. Our Kenner
Parks and Recreation Department is
one such entity well deserving of our
thanks. The department provides safe
and pristine recreation areas, quality
facilities, first class programs and an
environment that fulfills citizen’s
expectations, which improves our
quality of life and community unity.
The Kenner Convention and
Visitors Bureau joins with the city of
Kenner as the host sponsor of the
Kenner Laketown Festival which is
being held on November 7, 2009. The
proceeds of this festival will benefit
the Kenner Parks and Recreation
Department.
What better time of the year to enjoy

family entertainment with bands such
as the Topcats, Chee Weez, Cowboy
Mouth, Rockin Dopsie and Eddie
Money? Craft booths and plenty of
food will also be available. Tickets are
just $7 for adults and children 12 and
under will pay just $2. The money
fairgoers invest at the festival goes to
bettering our life here in Kenner.
As always, if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call
464-9494 for further information.
Sharon Solomon is the marketing
director for the Kenner Convention
and Visitors Bureau, located at 2100
Third Street in Rivertown. Sharon
Solomon can be reached at 464-9494,
via email at kennercvb@aol.com or at
www.kennercvb.com.

Sewerage system
(continued from page 1)

money as it could borrow at .95 percent
and would use the funds for the sewerage rebuilding job.
Kenner was initially offered $18 million at .95 percent, which the city eagerly accepted, but then DEQ said another
$4 million had become available if
Kenner wanted it. “We definitely want
it,” said Muniz.
Public
Works
Deputy
Chief
Administrative Officer Prat Reddy has
divided the $22 million of sewerage
projects into 18 different tasks. Bids on
the various rebuilding tasks have either
been received or are being received. The
work will begin in 2010 and most of the
projects are expected to be completed
prior to 2011.
Reddy said that in some cases, the
materials used to lay down the Kenner
sewerage system in the 1940s and early
50s are obsolete and no longer used for
sewerage work. “The technology for
sewerage systems has completely
changed since the old system was laid
down in south Kenner many years ago,”
said Reddy.

Councilwoman-at-Large
Jeannie
Black, who has been calling for the
rebuilding of the Kenner sewerage system for 15 years, said the obsolescence
of old sewerage systems is a trap faced
by many American cities, not just
Kenner.
“It’s a Catch-22 for cities,” she said.
“The cost of replacing a sewerage system is just enormous and it never goes
down. When Kenner didn’t have the
money to rebuild our sewerage system
in 1995, by 1996 the cost had gone up
10 or 15 percent. You just fall further
and further behind. Give Mayor Muniz
credit for getting these low-interest
loans. Once the environmental agencies
begin laying on fines, the city is in a
hopeless position because we wouldn’t
be able to afford the fines or the costs of
rebuilding our system.”
Muniz said that he is most appreciative to Dr. Harold Leggett, DEQ secretary, for his support. “This story might
have had a far different ending if DEQ
had not been so supportive,” said
Muniz.

17th Annual
Save Our Lake & Our Coast “Let’s Make Waves” Party & Silent Auction
Pontchartrain Yacht Club • 140 Jackson Avenue, Mandeville
Saturday, November 7th, 2009 • 7:00 PM – 10:00 PM
Music by Overboard • Silent Auction
Food Provided by Great Local Restaurants • Cocktails
Dress: Nautical or Casual
Sponsorships Available from $250-$2,500 • Tickets $50
For more infor mation Call (504) 836-2205
Or visit www.saveourlake.org
Proceeds benefit the
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation
2008 Sponsors & Donors
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Kenner to remove abandoned cars
from private land
Starting September 25, abandoned
motor vehicles on private property will
become the targets of Kenner Code
Enforcement inspectors who will have
the power to have the vehicles towed
away.
Code Enforcement Director Keith
Chiro said his department has targeted
75 abandoned vehicles throughout the
city so far, and that since being notified, the owners have removed about
30 vehicles.
Chiro said the program is a continuation of strong efforts by the administration of Mayor Ed Muniz to reduce
blight in the city. Muniz said abandoned vehicles can serve as havens for
the conduct of criminal activity, including the storage and sale of illegal drugs,
vandalism and launching attacks on

people walking by.
“As the program starts up,” Chiro
said, “the city’s contractors will have
the capacity to remove about seven cars
a day. Our inspectors will have police
backup as the removals get underway.
This will signal to the public that we
are serious about ridding Kenner of
blight and to let vehicle owners know
they should not interfere with our
work.”
Chiro said that until citizens understand the importance of cleaning up
neighborhoods and private properties,
more abandoned vehicles probably will
show up in Kenner.
“When seven abandoned vehicles are
removed, I expect that another two to
four will show up each day, until everyone gets the message,” Chiro said.

Food drive
(continued from page 1)

ahead with what has become a special
Kenner tradition and are still soliciting
donations.”
Howland said the problem is that last
year’s single sponsor, who had underwritten the entire costs of the food
drive for the last three years, had to
drop out in 2009 because of the current
economic crunch.
“Having lost our sponsor, at least for
this year, and not being able to locate
one individual donor, we’ve asked the
business community to become sponsors of the food drive and we’ve
received a wonderful response,” said
Howland.
She said the food drive, which last
year produced a desperately needed 13
tons of food for the food bank, is even
more urgent this year.
“The demand for food has continued
to increase,” said Howland. “Because
of the economy and inflation, more
people who have never needed help
are coming forward. This is especially

true of older citizens who are finding
that their Social Security and pension
checks aren’t going as far as they did
in the past.”
Howland told of an older woman
standing in the rain outside the food
bank who told her that she had never
asked for help before and was embarrassed to be there.
“I told her, ‘You’re a Kenner senior
citizen and in Kenner we won’t allow
our seniors to go hungry,’” said
Howland. “She worked and paid taxes
for many years and we can’t, as a community, allow her to go hungry now.
That’s why the food drive is important.
We’re grateful to the postal workers
whose efforts make this drive possible.
We need to have a successful food
drive so there is plenty to offer on the
shelves of the food bank for the rest of
2009 and into next year.”
Anyone interested in making a cash
or food donation can contact Howland
at 468-7293.

CHILDREN’S CASTLE • CANNES BRULEE NATIVE AMERICAN MUSEUM
MARDI GRAS MUSEUM • SCIENCE CENTER • HERITAGE PARK
PLANETARIUM AND MEGADOME CINEMA • SPACE STATION KENNER

MUSEUM HOURS: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. – Tuesday - Saturday

Children’s Castle

501 Williams Blvd. • 468-7231
All performances are on Saturdays at 11:30 a.m.

October 2009 Fun Fest
October 3
STORYTELLER FRANK LEVY
presents
“GOLDILOCKS & THE 3 BEARS”
Members from the audience become the
cast and crew in this classic fairy tale.
October 10
PORTA PUPPET PLAYERS
Entertain with
“WITCH CLASS”
Come meet “Broomella” the fun Halloween Witch.
October 17
MIKE ANDERSON
The Dulcimer Guy
“GHOST STORIES”
Halloweenish stories plus music played on the
dulcimer – a metal stringed musical instrument
played with two padded hammers.



SPECIAL EVENT!


th

Friday, Oct. 9 , 2009
Join us to mark the landing of NASA’s LCROSS (Lunar Crater
Observation and Sensing Satellite) on the Moon! The mission is designed
to search for water in a crater near the moon’s south pole.
x
x
x
x

Astronomy activities for students!
Telescope viewing!
LCROSS exhibit, posters, and presentation!
Giveaways!

October 31
CASTLE CLOSED

Sponsored by:




Call 504-468-7231 for more details or to reserve a group!

October 24
IRWIN ROYES
The World’s Smallest Magician
“HALLOWEEN MAGIC”
Wear your costume!! Candy treats!!
Door prizes!!



Schedule subject to change without notice.

www.rivertownkenner.com
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Not necessarily the news
By ED CLANCY
The New York
Times’ masthead
proclaims, “All
the news that’s fit
to print.” The Kenner Star’s masthead
says, “Kenner’s free monthly community newspaper.” The masthead of the
New Orleans Levee reads: “We don’t
hold anything back.”
Of the three newspapers, the New
Orleans Levee statement is the only one
that contains irony. It is, of course, a
shot at local and federal government
officials, referring to the fact that the
levees of the city of New Orleans failed
to hold back the waters of Hurricane
Katrina.
My first glance at the Levee came in
August at a local restaurant which had a
stack of them for its customers to read.
The first thing I noticed was the bold
banner headline: “Jefferson re-elected.”
Right off the bat I laughed out loud.
And then I wondered what the heck is
this all about? After all, former
Congressman Bill Jefferson was most
certainly headed for the slammer, and
not being sent back to the House of
Representatives. (You might recall the
$90,000 in the freezer.) Then I read the
subhead: “Panel of registered voters

He moved to New Orleans to marry a
New Orleans girl he had met on one of
his Jazzfest trips. A journalism veteran
of 22 years when he came here,
Vorkapic and some friends and
investors, started the newspaper
because he felt everybody in government, local and national, “was letting us
down,” after Katrina. He figured New
Orleanians needed to vent the frustration which had turned to anger and he
wanted to give them an outlet: laughter.
So, the New Orleans Levee was
launched on the first anniversary of
Katrina, August 29, 2006.
Vorkapic distinguishes his paper from
the Onion, an online news farce. “We
peg our pieces to real stories, like ‘The
Colbert Report’ and ‘The Daily Show.’”
Fake TV news, of course, is not new
(nor is fake radio news; the “Ed Clancy
Radio Cartoon,” for example). In the
U.S. it probably started with “That Was
The Week That Was,” with David Frost
back in the 1960s (actually imported
from England). Later came “Saturday
Night Live” (American made), in the
1970s, and then, “Not Necessarily the
News on HBO in the 1980s (also stolen
from England).
While its mission is a serious one, the

sends ex-congressman off to serve
again.” The article went on to say that
“Jefferson would be returning to public
service after a federal jury voted overwhelmingly to have the 62-year-old
serve his country once more, possibly
for the rest of his life.” Another part of
the story states, “In his new capacity,
Jefferson is expected to work closely
with law enforcement officials, possibly
on federal roadside highway projects or
even in the creation of new license
plates.”
Okay, so it looks like the New
Orleans Levee is a satirical publication.
And a very funny one at that. I had
never heard of the paper before, and at
first I thought it was a print edition of
Levees.org, a news outlet which has
taken on the Katrina issue in a more
serious manner.
News outlets of the silly sort are not
new. Facetious publications go all the
way back to the time of our founding
fathers with Benjamin Franklin’s Poor
Richard’s Almanac as just one example.
The Levee, along with its website, is
the brainchild of Rudy Vorkapic, a
transplant from Chicago who came here
permanently in 2004 after making every
Jazzfest since his junior year in college.

ENNER KALENDAR
K
Kenner’s Rivertown HALLOWEEN BASH

Levee’s method is slapstick pie-in-theface humor. A few examples:
“Jefferson updates his bucket list. 1.
Witness something truly majestic; 2.
Defeat Joseph Cao from prison; 3. Find
the one-armed man who really took
those bribes; 4. Find out how much
$90,000 is in cigarettes.”
Atop a story about Saints star Reggie
Bush breaking up with TV star Kim
Kardashian is the headline “Saints drop
tight end – ‘It’s not her. It’s us,’” said
Saints general manager Mickey
Loomis. “We’re just not ready for a
relationship right now.”
Then, there’s a monthly list of fake
headlines.
“Bobby Jindal featured on ‘Sitar
Hero’; Obama calls for Martin to be
released from Wine Cellar; Levee to
sponsor rim shots during all Nagin
speeches.”
I like it a lot. It’s not Pulitzer Prize
material, but then, the New Orleans
Levee is not necessarily the news.
Ed Clancy is host of “Jefferson
Journal” seen each week on Cox Cable
channel 6 in Jefferson Parish. Clancy
can be reached via email at
Edclancy2@aol.com.
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For more information call Leisure Service - 468-7268 or 468-7284
or visit City of Kenner Website: www.kenner.la.us

October 30, 2009-5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. at Heritage Park
Costume contest with prizes. Games, Food and Fun! Admission/$5.00 Kids 1 & Under/Free
Laser Show “Fright Light” will be only $2.00

(For more info. 468-7231)

4
Pontchartrain Center:
Aroma Senses Super
Liquidation Sale
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Admission/$7.00
Ages 12 & Under/Free
(For info. 465-9985)

5

6

“Bottom Line Luncheon”Piccadilly Cafeteria 12:00 Noon
@ Clearview Location(For info. Barry Haindel 450-8198)
University Park Lions Club Meeting at Kenner City Park Pavillion
Corner of Vintage & Loyola for 7:15 p.m.(For info. 466-2033)
Pontchartrain Center: The Wedding Expo at the Lake
6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.$10.00 At the Door $5.00/In advance
(For info. 455-6650)

12

13

Rotary Club of New
Orleans International Airport 12:00
Noon @ Treasure Chest Casino
Glass Room(For info. Charles
Bryan 468-5413)

18

19

Pontchartrain Center:
Coast to Coast Hot Tubs Spa/
Hot Tub Sales
10:00 a.m..-6:00 p.m.
Admission/Free
(For info. 465-9985)

Rotary Club of New Orleans
International Airport 12:00 Noon
@ Treasure Chest Casino
Glass Room
(For info. Charles Bryan
468-5413)

25
Pontchartrain Center:
Great Southern Gun & Knife Show
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Adults/$8.00 Kids 6 11/$2.00
Kids 5 & Under/Free
(For info. 465-9985)
Saints at Miami Dolphins for 3:15 p.m.

26

Rotary Club of New Orleans
International Airport 12:00 Noon
@ Treasure Chest Casino
Glass Room
(For info. Charles Bryan 468-5413)

14

Pontchartrain Center:
Area 504 Entertainment
Honduras vs. El Salvador
Admission/$20.00(for info. 465-9985)

20

Kenner Lions Club Meeting
for 7:00 p.m.@ 2001 18th St
(For info.464-1511)

Saints vs. New York Giants for 3:05 p.m.
KPRD Body Workout in the P.M.,
Stretching & Toning in
the A.M. Zumba, Shall We
Dance, Line Dancing and Adv.
Line Dancing Session 2 begins
(For info. 468-7268)

“Bottom Line Luncheon
”Piccadilly Cafeteria
12:00 Noon
(For info. Barry Haindel 450-8198)

Kenner Central Lions Club Meeting
for 8:00 p.m. @ 2114 Kenner Ave.
(For info. John Maher 466-8730)

KPBA Meeting & Luncheon
Crowne Plaza Hotel
2829 Veterans Blvd.
(For info. & Reservations
962-3930)

27

Kenner Rotary Meeting
at Trauth’s (For info. 464-7276)
Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner
Radisson Hotel @ Willliams & Vets
at 7:00 a.m. (For info. 469-5352)

7

Zoning Adjustment Meeting in The Council Chamber for 6:00 p.m.

Rotary Club of New Orleans
International Airport 12:00
Noon@ Treasure Chest Casino
Glass Room(For info. Charles
Bryan 468-5413)

Saints vs. New York Jets for 3:05 p.m.

11

KPRD Parent/Child Ceramic Class Witches,
Pumpkins & Cats Begins(For info. 468-7268)

“Bottom Line Luncheon”Piccadilly Cafeteria
12:00 Noon@ Clearview
location(For info. Barry Haindel
450-8198)

21

University Park Lions Club Meeting at Kenner
City Park Pavillion Corner of Vintage & Loyola
for 7:15 p.m.(For info. 466-2033)

2

1

City of Kenner Council Meeting
in The Council Chamber of
City Hall for 5:00 p.m.

8

Pontchartrain Center:
Aroma Senses Super
Liquidation Sale
Noon-10:00 p.m.
Admission/$7.00
Ages 12 & Under/Free
(For info. 465-9985)

Pontchartrain Center:Aroma Senses Super
Liquidation Sale 10:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Admission/$7.00 Ages 12 & Under Free
(For info. 465-9985)

9

15

Kenner Rotary Meeting @Trauth’s
(For info. 464-7276)
Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner New Orleans
Plaza Hotel @ 7:00 a.m.(For info. 469-5352)

16
Pontchartrain Center:
Coast to Coast Hot Tubs Spa/
Hot Tub Sales
2:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Admission/Free
(For info. 465-9985)

28

Planning & Zoning Meeting
in the Council Chamber of
City Hall for 6:00 p.m.
Kenner Central Lions Club Meeting for
8:00 p.m. at 2114 Kenner Ave.
(For info. John Maher 466-8730)

10

KPRD Parent/Child Workshop Healthy Cooking
at 10:00 a.m.(For info. 468-7268)

17

Children’s Castle: Mike Anderson,
The Dulcimer Guy presents “Ghost Stories”
(For info. 468-7231)
Pontchartrain Center: Coast to Coast Hot
Tubs Spa/Hot Tub Sales
10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.Admission/Free
(For info. 465-9985)

CITY HALL ............................... 468-7200
Brake Tag ................................. 468-4075
Children’s Castle ...................... 468-7231
City Park Pavillion .................... 468-6638
Civil Service ............................. 468-7219
Clerk of Court ........................... 468-7277
Code Enforcement ................... 468-6607
Community Development ........ 468-7588
Community Services ................ 468-7293
Complaints ............................... 468-4040
Council on Aging ...................... 468-7513
Council Office ........................... 468-7245
Cultural/Theatre ....................... 468-7221
Food Bank ............................... 468-7220
Freeport Science Center .......... 468-7231
Finance .................................... 468-4052
Fine Art Gallery ........................ 468-7231
Handicap Services ................... 468-7204
Humane Department ............... 468-7503
Insurance Department ............. 468-7233
Leisure Services ...................... 468-7268
Louisiana Wildlife Museum ...... 468-7231
Mardi Gras Museum ................ 468-7231
Mayor’s Office .......................... 468-7240
Museum Welcome Center ....... 468-7231
Museum Administration ........... 468-7231
Native American Village ........... 468-7231

American Lung Association of Louisiana Walk
for 9:30 a.m. at Audubon Park
(For info. 828-5864)

Personnel Department ............. 468-7207

KPRD Eerie Mad Science Workshop at
1:00 p.m.(For info. 468-7268)

Police Department ................... 712-2200
Public Works Department ........ 468-7515

Kenner Rotary Meeting
at Trauth’s (For info. 464-7276)

Children’s Castle: Irwin Royes, The World’s
Smallest Magician presents
“Halloween Magic”(For info. 468-7231)

Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner at
New Orleans Plaza Hotel @
7:00 a.m. (For info. 469-5352)

Kenner Planetarium: Late Night LaserFright Light 11:00 p.m. and Dark Side of
the Moon 12:00 Midnight(468-7231)

Kenner VFW Post #7732 at 2114 Kenner Ave.
for 7:00 p.m. (For info. 469-5352)

22

23

24

Planning Department ............... 468-7280
Pontchartrain Center ................ 465-9985
Purchasing Department ........... 468-7261
Recreation Department ............ 468-7211

Pontchartrain Center: Jefferson Parish Dept.
of Citizen Affairs Senior Expo
9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Admission/Free(For info. 465-9985)
“Bottom Line Luncheon”
Piccadilly Cafeteria
12:00 Noon@ Clearview location
(For info. Barry Haindel 450-8198)

Children’s Castle:
Porta Puppet Players
present “Witch Class”
(For info. 468-7231)

Pontchartrain Center:
Sports Bike Alliance of
New Orleans 2nd Annual
Coming out party
9:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Admission/$10.00
(For info. 465-9985)

Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner
Radisson Hotel @ Williams &
Vets at 7:00 a.m.
(For info. 469-5352)

City of Kenner Council Meeting in The
Council Chamber of City Hall for 5:00 p.m.

3

Children’s Castle: Storyteller Frank Levy
presents “Goldilocks & The 3 Bears”
(For info. 468-7231)

Kenner Rotary Meeting at
Trauth’s(For info. 464-7276)

KPRD Let’s Sing Program Begins
(For info. 468-7268)

KPRD Adult Home-Grown
container Vegetable Workshop
at 9:00 a.m. and Parent/Child
Workshop Home-Grown Container
Vegetable at 2:00 p.m. (For info. 468-7268)

Pontchartrain Center:Great Southern
Gun & Knife Show 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Adults/$8.00 Kids 6 11/$2.00
Kids 5 & Under/Free(For info. 465-9985)

Kenner Rotary Meeting
at Trauth’s
(For info. 464-7276)

29

Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner at
New Orleans Plaza Hotel @
7:00 a.m. (For info. 469-5352)
Pontchartrain Center: The Friends
of the Jefferson Public
Library Semi-annual book sale
10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
(For info. 465-9985)

Saints Hall of Fame Museum ... 468-7231
Science Complex ..................... 468-7231
Space Station Kenner .............. 468-7231
Times Picayune ....................... 467-1726
Toy Train Museum ................... 468-7231
Traffic & Engineering ............... 468-4007

30

31

Visitor’s Information Center ..... 468-7527
Pontchartrain Center:
Friends of Jefferson Public
Wastewater Operations ........... 468-7292
Library Semi-annual Book Sale
10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
For FIRE 467-2211
Admission/Free
Pontchartrain Center:(Hall C) Friends of Jefferson
(For info. 465-9985)
Public Library Semi-annual
Police and Emergencies
Kenner’s Rivertown presents Book SaleAdmission/Free 10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Dial 911 or 712-2222
& Steinhauer Productions Arts & Crafts Show
Halloween Bash
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Admission/$5.00
5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m
Ages
12
&
Under/Free(For
info.
465-9985)
(For info. 468-7231)
Red Cross 833-8565
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Outstanding Kenner City employees named for August 2009
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Brees
(continued from page 25)

During a meeting of city directors on September 16, 2009, certificates for the
city’s outstanding employees for the month of August 2009 were presented by
Mayor Ed Muniz. The recipients for August were Bonnie Moran (left), a museum
host in the Community Services Department. Moran’s citation said she repeatedly demonstrates a willingness to help anywhere she is needed in service to the city,
even as an active member of the City Volunteer Committee – often performing
several tasks simultaneously and is a fun-loving, courteous person who works to
keep morale high in her department. Also honored was Jay Sprague (inset) in the
Information Technology Department, who was recognized because of his promptness, courteousness and genuine passion for his career, as well as an exemplary
work ethic, his ability to address info tech problems any time of day or night and
for always meeting the high expectations of his position. Sprague was also cited
for being friendly, polite and knowledgeable. Recognition went to Linda Marshall
(right), a clerk II in the Public Works Department for her 22 ½ years of service.
Marshall was described as an extremely helpful employee who always greets people at the door with a smile on her face and is a tireless cheerleader for the city.

The offense has been scintillating.
The defense has been opportunistic.
The special teams came up with a huge
turnover, thanks to Jenkins and Chris
Reis, changing the direction of the win
at Philadelphia. The win over the
Eagles was significant. The Eagles
have been the most consistent winner
in the NFC over the past decade under
Andy Reid. The Saints were just 2-6
on the road in the midst of an 8-8 season in 2008. If you can win at
Philadelphia, you can win virtually
anywhere. The win over the Eagles
was a tremendous boost to the confidence of an already confident Saints’
team.
To go to Philadelphia and win by 26
points was a statement win for the
Saints, regardless of who was playing
quarterback for the Eagles. Donovan
McNabb would have had to generate
over 40 points to win. That’s the way
it is when you are facing a Saints team
that is an adding machine in the scor-

ing department.
While the supporting cast is
improved and has performed better
early in 2009 than it did in 2008, the
increased productivity, improved start
and talk of a possible “Black and
Gold” Super Bowl is primarily due to
the presence and performance of Drew
Brees. He’s not just a tease. The manner in which he sees the field is unparalleled at this point. An enthusiastic
golfer, Saints fans are hoping that
Brees’ tees and errant drives into trees
stay in deep freeze until after February
7, 2010.
Ken Trahan serves as sports director
of WGSO 990 AM/WGSO.com and is
president and general manager of
neworleans.com Sports. Trahan is the
also the general manager and chairman of the board of the Saints Hall of
Fame Museum in the Louisiana
Superdome, and runs the Life
Resources Sports Ministry.

Photo by Barry Sprague

Family Owned & Operated

BREAKFAST, LUNCH
& CATERING
COFFEES & PASTRIES

C AT ER
IN G
AVAIL A
BL E

See menu at www.caffelatteda.com
Call ahead for takeout!
Mon-Sat 6:30 AM - 6:00 PM • Sunday 7:30 AM - 6:00 PM
(Kitchen closes at 3:00 p.m. daily)
5860 CITRUS BLVD. (corner Dickory) HARAHAN
818-0051 818-0053 (Fax)
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24-HOUR ELECTRICAL SERVICE

BELLCO ELECTRIC

7 Da
A We ys
ek

LA License #28613

Residential • Commercial

We install
Automatic Standby

GENERATORS

• A/C Circuits
• Troubleshooting
• Remodeling
• Additions
• New Construction
• Same Day Service
Over
30 Years
Experience

• Vacancy Permits
• Attic Ventilators
• Bidwork Welcome
• Service Upgrades
• Home Repairs
• Security Lighting

455-2355

NO JOB TOO SMALL - WE DO ALL!

METAIRIE

KENNER

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

N.O. AREA
OWNER RONNIE BELLACI

Surplus
(continued from page 1)

items needed to be shredded.
Mike Yenni, chief administrative officer
for the city, oversaw the effort to bring
together all the various items owned by
the city in one place. “This is the first time
surplus items have been gathered and
organized. I would guess that we have
perhaps $250,000 or $300,000 worth of
stuff that is outmoded in terms of being
useful to the city of Kenner, but may have
value for members of the public,” said
Yenni. “We now have better handle on
what is stored with improved inventory
control, increased security over the sur-

plus items, better marketing capability
due to bundling and packaging of like
items and are able to move the items easily as they are stored on pallets.”
“The city is very fortunate to have the
old Barbre School to utilize,” said Yenni.
“It’s a great old building built in the 1950s
with concrete and rebar thick walls and
overall excellent construction and is on
some of the highest ground in Kenner.
This old school will be a great place for
Kenner to keep our surplus goods and
excellent new headquarters for our Public
Works Department.”

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Sheetrock • Cabinets • Granite
Trim • Carpentry
Wood Flooring • Ceramic Tile
No job too big, no job too small!
Locally Owned Family Business
Licensed & Insured

SES ENTERPRISES, LLC 259-2493
www.sesenterprisesllc.com
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Michael Jackson
Blue Oyster cult
Boris Pickett
Warren Zevon
the who
Metallica
will smith
Weird al
yankovic
Prodigy
oingo boingo
Black Sabbath
Pink Floyd
Garbage
Edgar winters
group
Charlie
Daniels Band
Alice cooper

Thriller
Godzilla
Monster Mash
Purple People
Eater
Boris the Spider
Enter Sandman
Men in black
Attack of the
Radioactive
hamsters
Firestarter
Dead man’s party
Iron man
Another brick
in the wall
Push it
Frankenstein
Devil went
down to Georgia

There are no tricks, but plenty of treats in this
“frightfully” entertaining laser light show!
Back by popular demand, Fright Light is a
“monster” of a show and promises to thrill
audiences of all ages with a medley of fun
Halloween themed tunes and laser animations.
RUNNING TIME: 50 MINUTES
Tuesday - Saturday
NOON and 3 p.m.

TICKETS ARE NOT REFUNDABLE!

Tuesday thru Saturday
11:00 am, 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm
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2201 West Napoleon at Williams Blvd., Kenner

468-3474
• 24 hour access • climate/non-climate controlled
• video surveillence • onsite management
• high & dry • we accept your deliveries

• Hurricane wind rated
• 140,000 square feet
• state-of-the-art
construction

W E W ILL B EAT A NYONE ’ S P RICE ! C ALL U S T ODAY !
• commercial inventory & materials storage
• household goods • business records
• classic & vintage car storage

“WE STORE IT ALL”
www.bigeasyselfstorage.com

P.O. Box 641654 • Kenner, Louisiana 70064
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